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Cover Art: Totipotence by Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad
(she/her)
Oormila is an Indian-Australian artist and poet, who serves as a chief editor for Authora Australis.
Her recent artworks have been showcased in West Trestle Review, Oyster River Pages, and Libretto, and
on the covers of Amsterdam Quarterly, Pithead Chapel, and Stonecoast Review. She lives and works in
Sydney on the traditional lands of The Eora Nation. Find her
@oormilaprahlad and www.instagram.com/oormila_paintings

Love the smell of paper? Now you can own a print copy
of the beautiful Makarelle stories and poems!
Well, you’re in luck! We have released the Makarelle ONE Anthology, which
contains almost all of the written content of all four issues from 2021. All profits
are equally divided between all contributing artists.

Buy it here

Special Limited
Time Offer!
£8.99
(instead of £15.99)
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Welcome to Makarelle!

Image Ruth Loten
We thought that as we began to prepare this issue, Spring
would be well underway and it would bring with it a new
sense of optimism, as we finally began to emerge from the
ever-present threat of Covid. Instead, we were greeted
with fierce storms and the news that Russia had invaded
Ukraine. We hope that through this magazine you can
escape for a few minutes and that the stories and poems
we have collated, bring a smile to your face.
In our first issue, we wrote about how creativity
can bring comfort when life is difficult and a year later, we
can honestly say that there have been times when working
on Makarelle has kept us sane.
As the weather starts to improve, we hope that
some of the writing and images in this issue will inspire
you to get out and start exploring the world again. So
many of our regular contributors have contacted us to say
how much they have been struggling to keep their creativity flowing in recent months. Not only are we very grateful
that they have sent us their excellent work, but if our readers have been similarly struggling, we hope that this issue
inspires you to rediscover your own creativity and obviously, we’d love to receive your submissions for our Summer issue!
Makarelle

We also have our very first author interview within the pages of the magazine and we are pleased to welcome Sarah Banham to Makarelle. Sarah leads the Writers
of Essex group, who are affiliated with the Society of Authors and we are delighted that she is the inaugural author
in our new section.
Once again, our contributors have heeded our call
for ‘out of the box’ thinking and come up with some wonderful interpretations of our theme. We’ve got the personal, the world-changing, the physical locations – almost
every variation we could have imagined and a few we didn’t anticipate! We hope you enjoy them as much as we
have!
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Editorial
by Dini Armstrong

Photo: Sandy Cameron

In my day job as a psychotherapist, I often start
an initial session with a timeline. “Tell me
about the significant events in your life,” I say,
and together, we attempt the seemingly impossible task of reducing an entire life to a single line,
neat and chronological. And already, the chaos
of trauma, heartbreak, successes and great loves
seems more controllable. These are the landmarks that shaped me, these are the past experiences, which led to me as I stand here now, in
this moment.

My mother lived on an island called Föhr, just
off the former Danish coast, now Germany. If
you ever find yourself there, visit a churchyard.
On their gravestones, it is customary to describe
a person’s life with the use of flowers - some
represent male children born, some female, a
broken stem might be a child lost too soon, a
stem with branches of its own might signal
grandchildren. Landmarks for those who
missed out on literacy and numeracy instructions - something to touch and hold on to.

Another place, in which our lives are summed
up, are gravestones. Another line, a short one,
between two numbers: “John Smith 1876 1944”, and that little dash is meant to be
enough to contain 68 years for eternity, years
that have seen entire nations rise and fall, children born and killed, then tragically that final
number, one digit out from peace.

The journey from birth to death is reflected in
the way our visual artists have answered our
call for submissions on the theme ‘Landmarks’.
When submitting her image ‘Totipotence’ to us
(now the cover of Makarelle Landmarks),
Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad wrote:
“My artwork represents one of the most significant moments of my life, a moment which for me
is a landmark - the day I went for my 6-week scan
(after two previous miscarriages) and saw my
daughter as a viable embryo for the first time. She
was just a sac with a beating heart at the time. I
remember marvelling at her totipotence, how her
cells would slowly differentiate into all the parts
that would eventually become a complete human.“
In contrast, Lelia Tanti’s beautiful artwork tells
a story of past deaths and preserved memories,
a body disintegrating into its component parts.
Unsurprisingly, we have chosen her image as
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our visual art feature.
Because that’s what landmarks are - something
to anchor us in our journey: a lighthouse to
guide our path past obstacles, a pier to tie our
boat onto, familiar buildings to help us find our
way home, cairns on the summit of mountains,
to let us know we have arrived.

‘Writers Resist’, a feminist ezine from the US,
who gave me my first official author-paycheck
for the short story ‘Clutching at the Final Straw’.
And it’s this which is at the heart of Makarelle,
driving us forward from giddy conception at a
book club meeting to the publication of our fifth
issue - again packed to the brim with talent and
beauty. We are a platform designed to launch
emerging writers and creative artists. Putting
together a magazine like this on nothing but our
blood, sweat and tears is hard, but the reward
comes with emails like these, all responses to an
acceptance from Makarelle:
“Wow, thank you so much - that is so lovely to hear! Waking
up to this email absolutely made my day yesterday. Am still
on a high! “
(Carl Alexandersson)

And even as writers, we tie our narrative to
landmarks, carefully placing one stone after another, to help our readers safely hop across our
stream of consciousness from opening to conclusion. A famous example is Kenn Adam’s story
spine, the foundation of countless narratives,
including the majority of Pixar animations:
Beginning
1. Once Upon a Time
2. Every Day
Event
3. But, one day…
Middle
4. Because of that…
5. Because of that…
6. Because of that…
Climax
7. Until finally…
End
8. And ever since then…
Some, of course, need nothing more than a few
words to anchor an entire tragedy onto. The
shortest story to reduce readers to tears was this
one, allegedly written by Hemingway:
“For sale - baby shoes - never worn”
We have paid tribute to this artform by choosing
flash fiction for our competition this time.

“You have made an old man extremely happy! “
(Ron Hardwick)
“Yes, yes, and yes. Thank you so much for your email, and
for accepting my story. This will be the first time one of my
stories has been accepted for a magazine. I have contributed to a couple of anthologies, put together by our Open
University society. Could it be that I am finally getting my
foot on the first rung of the ladder? Hope so; I have been
looking for it for such a long time.
Hang on, let me read your email again: you did say that you
have accepted my story. I'm going to pinch myself anyway just in case.”
(P Douglas Hammond)

When the end of a set of therapy sessions comes
near, I often ask my clients to continue their
timeline into the future, adding all the landmarks they hope to see, right into their eighties
and beyond. Again, this provides a line to hold
on to, a goal to work towards and hope for.
Makarelle, too, has big plans for the future.
Alas, this time, the submission fees have not
even covered the nominal royalties we have paid
to our featured artists (despite one of them kindly refusing their fee) and the winner of the flash
fiction competition. And in case you thought we
were filthy rich...our last donation drive raised
just under £20. We know there are so many
much more important things to budget for these
days, but if you have even one spare pound, it
really would make a difference to keep us and
our writers, artists and readers going to that next
big landmark. (Click here to donate)

And yet, vanity driven or not, we creative breed
all remember one significant landmark - the day
one of our pieces was finally accepted for publication! I myself will be forever grateful to
Makarelle
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Warm regards from a thawing Scotland

Dini x
Landmarks Spring 2022

Meet the Author

Sarah Banham
Twitter:
@sjbwrites
Facebook:
For The Love of Books
Facebook:
Sarah Banham
Instagram:
s.j.banham
Linked In:
Sarah Banham BA (Hons)
I’ve been a writer for over 35 years and created For The
Love of Books www.loveofbooks.co.uk 2011. Services include courses, coaching, ghost writing, editing, and proofreading. I lead several groups including the quarterly Writers of Essex, kindly supported by Society of Authors, a book
review group, and a coaching group empowering writers’
self-confidence. Freebie services include The Versatile Writer podcast and a newsletter which invites contributions.
Over the past 15 years, I’ve written 9 books bearing my
name and two more I ghost wrote. I’ve mostly chosen to
independently publish for two reasons: I genre-hop
(mainstream publishers find that difficult to categorise)
and I enjoy controlling the publishing process.
My first book was back in 1986 based on characters from
the TV show Moonlighting. It’s what we’d now call fanfiction, but the gist of the story was about right for the genre
I’m drawn to: Romantic Suspense. In 2006, I published
my first original book, Dicing with Danger based upon a
dream; and since dreams are illogical and abstract, it required structure and analysis to become an 84,000-word
novel.
All art is subjective, but I do know what makes a good
story: excitement, thrills, and a satisfying ending. My favourite part of writing is building characters and forming
relationships between them; seeing them engage with each
other is where I find the real excitement. My typical day
isn’t a day, since I do my best writing at night. After everyone’s gone to bed, I’m at my laptop with my imagination
and classical music; I’m able to completely focus on the
scene and can easily work into the early hours. If a scene
Makarelle

makes me cry, I hope it pulls at the reader’s heart strings.
If a novelist has done their job right, a reader ought to
have all kinds of emotions poked.
One of the hardest things about writing is convincing readers to buy your book and, with so much competition, it’s
tough. My last book Livin’ and Lovin’ in Texas Amazon.co.uk : SJ Banham was inspired by a picture in a holiday brochure. My current one is based upon the concept,
‘can you dream inside a coma?’ I’ve just received my beta
readers notes and I’ll apply what’s needed, then hire an
independent editor and cover designer. Then I’ll begin my
marketing campaign in earnest.
I’d offer two tips in this business: hire an editor – an editor
will see what you cannot (once you’ve published, you
want positive reviews, not people pointing out where you
messed up) and never allow age be a barrier for learning.
Nobody knows everything, and we all learn at different
times of life. I say this after being awarded with a BA
(Hons) degree in English Literature and Creative Writing
as a mature student. Since my degree finished in 2020, I’ve
continued professional development receiving diplomas in
editing and proofreading, and psychology - particularly
useful when analysing character relationships. These qualifications help me empower those I coach. It’s so rewarding watching them creatively thrive.
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Winner of the Flash Fiction Competition

Welcome
by Gwynne Weir

The boat has been drifting for a while by
the time grey light appears on the horizon. In the night, the waves have been
rough, tossing the vessel up and down.
The frightened, wet occupants frozen in a
white-knuckled grip to stay on board.
The crossing wasn’t supposed to take all
night: the engine died around midnight,
and the passengers tired quickly, taking
turns to paddle in the dark, hoping
against hope that they were heading in
the right direction.
‘Look!’
A small voice calls.
Tired eyes turn. Towering white cliffs
straight out of a song shine in the dawn.
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Other Flash Fiction pieces we loved

Congratulations to Gwynne Weir, whose
piece ‘Welcome’ won the Makarelle
Landmarks Flash Fiction competition, and was
awarded £50!
However, we had so many excellent entries,
and it was such a close call between the winning entry and the follow-ups, that we wanted
to give these beautiful pieces a platform as
well. Enjoy!
Beside Myself with Glee by Beck Collett
She whirls gracefully around the sprung-floor of
the Tower Ballroom to the Wurlitzer’s song.
‘He’s playing our song, Stanley, and we do like
to be beside the seaside, don’t we, my love?’
Tourists mill around the edges of the
floor, dazzled as the chandelier light trips from
Elsie’s drop-earrings to her sparkling eyes, marvelling at her perfect posture, and blissful expression.
‘It’s her diamond anniversary,’ a passing
usher says, ‘every year she comes to dance.’
‘Why’s she dancing alone?’ a girl asks.
‘She’s not alone,’ the usher says, as Elsie
dips and twirls past, lost in the moment, ‘not
really.’
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Other Flash Fiction pieces we loved
The Old v The New by Tess P

Tracks by Kristen Chapman

Tower Bridge, was proud of her Barry and Brunel engineering. Her twin, sixty- five metre towers were the envy of all the Thames’ crossings.
She opened and closed them regally, for she
considered herself the queen of these waters.
Millennium, was her nemesis. A mere youngster, who could never have her dignified, Grade
one listing, respect or admiration. Tourists plodded over Millennium, tying cheap key locks and
taking selfies. They would never dare touch
Tower’s elegant walkways. The other bridges
observed with amusement as the two divas exchanged daily, iron glares.
The Thames used to be such a peaceful river.

The mirror doesn't lie. I lift my husband's
t-shirt, then my skin. There's a scar smiling back
at me. Seven inches of angry, puckering pink,
from the hours the surgeons fought for me and
my daughter. When my innards slid from my
body; when one became two. My fingers travel
along the tracks - still sore to the touch, a bit of
yellow pus winking from the end. There's a soft
ripping sound. The last steri strip curls down
and I pluck it from my skin. There's a cry. I release my belly, my shirt, and go to my daughter.

A Stitch in Time by Tracy Brown
The workshop. Wooden shelves loaded with
bolts of fabric, a sewing machine adorned with
tricolour triangular shaped linen. The old man
sat up from his stitching, rubbed his eyes and
looked at the time. An hour after midnight. Coffee going cold, he stroked the bristles on his
chin, stretched, and leant over again. Expertly
feeding the tape through the machine, encompassing the cloth in its fold, he wished he was a
shoemaker. He wished he had elves to help.
Dawn.
Bunting ready. He cheered.
The Jubilee.
A landmark 70 years on the throne.

Never Forget Home by Adedayo Banwo
No food in the fridge. The house was cold.
Freezing. Ice in the winter. Music blasts outside
at all hours. Walking to school, despite broken
glass. Difficult to focus. Past the drugs. Past the
crime. But Grandfather’s photo. Grandmother’s
words. They linger and drive. Hunger is biting.
On arrival, teacher says hello. Come with me.
In an office surrounded by people, a brown envelope sits on the table. Spires. Towers. Magnificent lawns. Joyous applause. An escape from
poverty. But never forget.
Landmarks.

A Landmark In Their Relationship
by Stuart Cavet
They had been together three months.
Their first date, they had walked across
London’s bridges at night in a soft mist of gently
falling rain. From one side of the river to the
other they had gone, like a slow-moving shuttle
in a loom, weaving together the magical fabric
of their relationship, on to which the heavens
had seemed to sprinkle atomised diamond sequins.
Now he waited for her in the middle of
Tower Bridge. There was something important
to talk about.
Between his feet, both sides of the bridge
met, like the tips of a pair of tailoring shears.
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Feature: Visual Art

by Lelia Tanti
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Feature: Poetry

and stars and stars and stars
by Carl Alexandersson

this landscape feels like / a panorama of Humboldt County
out by Trinidad Head / I remember / us / driving out there
for a Christmas Day hike / and past it / to reach Fern Canyon
and the Redwood State Park / that spring / but this night /
we drove out into an open field / to see the stars / better /
leaning back against the night sky / we found / maybe a
landmark doesn't need / capital letters / maybe a landmark
is / wherever / there are people / and a blanket and crisps
and maybe some rosé / and banter and wonder and fairy
lights / and stars and stars and stars / and the audacity / to
claim this spot / as ours / to know that / for tonight / it is.
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Feature: Short Story - Fiction

Prisoner 5-2
by Ron Hardwick

I was packing for a much-needed holiday. I
needed complete rest and relaxation from the
hustle and bustle of life in East Dulwich. I
packed my blue bathing trunks and plastic water
-wings and closed my case with relief. I took a
final look outside my window at the people in
the street and the traffic roaring past like wildebeest across the African tundra.
I noticed a large hearse pull up outside
the door and an undertaker who looked like
Abraham Lincoln get out, carrying a small Gladstone bag. He approached the house, extracted a
tube from his bag and shoved it through my letter-box.
The next thing I knew, I woke up in a
strange bed. I felt groggy and it was an effort for
me to get up. I glanced in a mirror and saw to
my surprise that I was wearing a navy-blue blazer with white piping, white slacks and a pair of
blue plimsolls. I could swear I had been clad in
an Arran sweater and a pair of dirty jeans before
I fainted. I made my way across to the window,
looked out and gasped with astonishment. I was
in Portmeirion, on the Welsh coast!
Just then, an intercom perched on a shelf
boomed out.
‘Number Three hundred and eighty-nine,
welcome to the Village.’
‘I am not a number, I am a....’ Oh, my
Makarelle

goodness, was this a dream? I’d seen the repeats
on television only last year.
‘I hope your journey here was uneventful…’
‘It was. I was asleep.’
‘Perhaps you would care to join me for
breakfast? My residence is in the large building
with a cupola in the roof. Green door. You
cannot miss it.’
‘Who are you?’
I already knew the answer.
‘I am Number Two.’
William Clough Ellis’s Italianate fantasia
was bathed in bright sunlight. Men and women
in azure trousers, bright red capes and straw hats
strolled about in the grounds. They all carried
numbers on badges attached to their lapels.
They greeted me in a friendly fashion, touching
their foreheads with thumb and forefinger.
I reached the green door and pulled a
handle which served as a bell. A tiny, baldheaded butler in a penguin suit opened the door
and ushered me into a large conference room. A
serious-looking chap appeared from under the
floor in a seat shaped like half an Easter egg. He
was dressed in the same uniform as me, was slim
as a reed, sandy-haired and sported a pair of
thick tortoiseshell glasses.
‘Ah, Number Three hundred and eighty-
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Feature: Short Story - Fiction “Prisoner 5-2” by Ron Hardwick

nine. Please join me. There are devilled kidneys in that silver dish and lapsong suchong in
the pot.’
‘Never mind breakfast. I demand to
know why you have kidnapped me and brought
me here.’
‘You were anxious for a holiday, were
you not?’
‘Yes, but in Brighton, not here.’
‘Brighton is such a seedy place,’ said
Number Two, ‘the air is much cleaner here.
You can look upon the Village as a higher-class
Butlin’s.’
‘Butlin’s be damned. I demand that you
let me go.’
‘Tscch, tscch, temper, temper. Try a
piece of toast and Seville marmalade. I have it
brought in especially from Fortnum and Mason’s.’
‘Stuff it up your jumper.’
Number Two’s professorial features took
on a more serious look.
‘You seem hostile. Very well, I will
cease the pleasantries. You can leave here once
you have answered one vital question.’
‘What’s that?’
He poured himself a cup of tea before
responding.
‘Why did you resign?’
‘Why did I resign?’
‘That is the question.’
‘Why on earth should you want to know
that?’
‘Because, number Three hundred and
eighty-nine, you are an important person.’
I stared at him with incredulity.
‘Important?’
‘In that brain of yours, you have
knowledge about the activities of governments
throughout the world. You know who is on
your side, and who is against you. You have
tracked the movements of hundreds of agents.
You have been indispensable to your organisation.’
‘What on earth are you babbling about?’
‘You were a top man, yet you marched
into your superior’s office, banged on the table,
breaking a valuable china cup, I may add, and
threw a resignation letter at him.’
‘Top man?’
‘Do you deny it?’
‘Of course I deny it. Mr Francis couldn’t
have cared less whether I resigned or not.’
‘Mr Francis?’
Makarelle

‘My boss.’
Number Two pressed a switch on a console in front of him.
‘Number Seventeen, check the files for a
chap by the name of Francis. See which area of
government he controls.’
‘Right away.’
‘Area of Government?’ I was flabbergasted.
‘Our computer, ‘The General,’ will soon
cough up the name and Francis’s position.’
Number Two’s telephone buzzed. He
lifted the banana-shaped receiver.
‘Yes?’
‘Number Seventeen here, Sir. I have to
report there is no trace of anyone called Francis.’
‘That cannot be. Perhaps it’s a pseudonym. Describe him to me, Number Three hundred and eighty-nine.’
I thought for a moment before replying.
‘Short, fat, oil-slick hair, sticky-out ears.’
‘Did you hear that, Number Seventeen?’
‘Yes.’
‘Feed that description into 'The General'
and see what it comes up with.’
‘Very good, Sir.’
‘In the meantime,’ said Number Two to
me, 'until we find out about your mysterious Mr
Francis, kindly return to the accommodation we
have laid on for you.’
I left with grave doubts about his sanity,
and went back to the apartment which, I have to
confess, was far superior to my rented flat in
East Dulwich. To my surprise, a woman was
seated on a large beanbag in the corner of the
living-room. She was strikingly beautiful, darkhaired, sloe-eyed and olive-skinned.
Her badge showed the number sixty-six.
‘So, they have taken you.’ She had a foreign accent. I’ve never been much good at accents, but she might have been Romanian.
‘They took me, too. Sleeping gas through my
letter-box.’
‘I think that’s what happened to me.’
‘Speak in whispers. Number Two hears
everything.’
‘What are you doing here?’ I whispered.
Number Sixty-six covered her mouth
with her left hand. I noticed she had long, spatulate fingers. She would have made a good violinist.
‘In the Village?’ she asked.
‘In my room.’
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Feature: Short Story - Fiction “Prisoner 5-2” by Ron Hardwick

‘You wish to escape, no?’
‘Yes.’
‘I too. I cannot do so alone. You must
help me.’
‘How do I know you’re not one of Number Two’s stooges?’
‘You must trust me.’
She looked so forlorn, I couldn’t help but
believe her.
‘How do we escape?’ I asked.
‘After midnight, we make our way down
to the stone boat in the harbour. All we need to
do then is swim three miles to the next landfall
and safety. I require you to support me if I am
in danger of drowning.’
‘You are joking, aren’t you?’
‘I never jest. I am in deadly earnest.’
‘I have news for you, my Romanian
beauty. I cannot swim three yards, never mind
three miles. Why do you think I packed waterwings?’
Her face fell.
‘I was relying on you for my freedom.
We are stuck here then, for eternity?’
‘There are worse places - East Dulwich,
for example.’
‘Not Haskovo.’
‘Haskovo?’
‘My home town, in Bulgaria. I am not
Romanian, as you surmise, but a proud Bulgar.
How I miss Haskovo.’ A tear rolled down her
cheek.
‘Never mind,’ I said, ‘we’ll think of
something.’
‘There are guards everywhere,’ she said.
‘As well as cameras covering all vantage points
and a huge white ball they call Rover that
bounces along and suffocates anyone who tries
to escape.’
‘I know. I watched every episode.’
Number Sixty-six gave me a puzzled
look, but I didn’t feel the need to explain further.
Over the next few days, we met discreetly
on the human chessboard in the landscaped garden. I was a black rook, Number Sixty-six was
the white queen. We usually met at king’s bishop five and six, for the French Defence is particularly unimaginative.
‘We go inland,’ I said, ‘three in the morning. With luck, we can reach the A487 before
dawn.’
‘The A487? What is this, a secret rendezvous for spies?’
‘It’s a road. It leads to somewhere you
Makarelle

can’t pronounce if you have false teeth. Pen
something.’
She nodded.
‘Meet me at the village store,’ I said,
‘dress all in black if you can.’
‘Why?’
‘I think it will suit you.’
It was a cloudy night as I crept from my
apartment and hurried to the rendezvous. Number Sixty-six was already there.
‘I’ve made a couple of masks from black
silk,’ she said, ‘wear one.’
She had a torch which emitted a feeble
beam, and she shone it as we slunk along.
We soon reached the northern edge of
the village. Beyond it was a range of hills that
were difficult to traverse in plimsolls.
‘I must rest,’ she said, after we’d hiked a
couple of miles. We perched ourselves on a
rocky outcrop.
‘You are married?’ she asked.
‘I was. My wife Miriam ran off with a
computer programmer from Ilford.’
‘I, too, was married, to bold Gregor. He
worked so hard to undermine the State Intelligence Agency in our home country.’
‘What happened to him?’ I asked.
‘They shot him.’
‘I’m sorry.’
‘It was a few years ago. That is why I am
here, because of my association with him. I will
never divulge what I know to that rascally Number Two. I owe my wonderful Gregor that
much.’
‘I would shop Miriam in an instant,’ I
reflected. ‘Running off like that. She even took
the cat.’
‘You are lonely?’ asked Number Sixtysix.
‘Desperately.’
‘I have grown fond of you over the past
few days,’ she said. ‘Perhaps we can share our
lives once we are away from this dreadful place.’
‘I don’t suppose you have a British visa?’
She shook her head before replying.
‘You can smuggle me into your home. I
will pretend I am your maid. No-one will
know.’
I must say the thought of having Number
Sixty-six as my maid was appealing, but what
would mother say?
‘We must press on,' I said, 'soon it will be
light and we will be as easily spotted as flies on a
whiteboard.’
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After clambering over rocks and loose
scree for an hour, we reached the A487. That
long, curving ribbon of tarmac was a welcome
sight. We were free! Then, from out of the
shadows, four thuggish-looking men approached.
‘Here he is,’ said Number Sixty-six. ‘He
is all yours.’
‘Jezebel,’ was all I could think to say,
once my heart had re-started.
‘Sorry, Number Three hundred and
eighty-nine,’ she said, 'but Number Two promised me your apartment - it’s so much more
comfortable than mine.’

Number Two took off his spectacles and
polished them on a blue silk handkerchief.
‘I was unaware you were so fond of midnight walks,’ he said.
‘I needed a change of scenery.’
‘Why did you resign?’
‘I needed a change of scenery.’
‘Fool,’ he said, ‘If you think you can defeat me and all the resources I have at my disposal.’
The banana-phone buzzed and Number
Two picked it up. The colour drained from his
face.
‘I’m working on it, Number One. He’ll
soon crack.’
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The phone buzzed again.
‘Ah, Number Seventeen. A result? No?
You’ve fed Francis’s description in fourteen
times and The General’s now on fire? Buffoon.
I’ll have you sacked for this.’
Number Two replaced the telephone. He
looked glum.
‘Can I go now? I’m very tired,’ I said.
‘Won’t you tell me why you resigned?’
I felt sorry for him.
‘Alright then. I resigned because I didn’t
approve of Mr Francis’s choice of patterns.’
‘What?’
‘In the shop. I couldn’t possibly sell the
likes of aubergine and orange striped shag-pile.’
‘Shop. Shag-pile? For heaven’s sake,
you’re a top-notch British spy.’
‘I’m a carpet salesman.’
I was walking along the Brighton Palace
pier when I saw her. Tall, queenly, beautiful,
dark-haired, sloe-eyed, olive-skinned.
‘You,’ I gasped.
‘We’re both free,’ said Number Sixty-six,
‘Number Two went berserk and blew up the
Village. How do you like the maid’s uniform?’
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Tracking Hemingway
by Zelda Roberts

Chickens crowing outside Cheri’s tiny flatlet
wake me early.
She’s up already and grumpy. ‘Fucking
roosters. Wish I could wring their necks!’ she
shouts out the window.
Next to her in her denim micro-mini and
silvery t-shirt, from a range she’s trying to peddle
in her latest scheme, I feel gawky in my halfmast baggies and sensible blouse. Yet again I
marvel at how tanned blondes can make tousled
appear cute.
This is the first time that I am in Key
West for no particular occasion. Since my
younger sibling settled on the island two decades
ago, I’d attended New Year’s Eve Parades and
Fantasy Festivals and her two weddings. But my
researcher’s salary struggled to keep up with the
ever-increasing flight fares and for three years I’d
found excuses:
‘You haven’t visited me since I moved to
Scotland, why should I fork out to attend your
40th?’
‘My new man prefers local vacations.’
‘With the money wrangles after Hugh,
I’m broke.’
Then I had a paper accepted for a sustainMakarelle

ability conference in Arizona; my only cost
would be for a detour to Key West.
‘But nothing happens here in January,’
Cheri protested on the phone.
‘We can do stuff I’ve always wanted to,
such as visiting Hemingway House.’
‘Everyone else I know visits the sevenmile bridge or take the ferry to Tortugas and lay
on the beach in between.’
‘This time, I wouldn’t mind visiting Tortugas to check out Fort Jefferson. Apparently,
Hemingway used to go there.’
The prospect of a ferry outing prompted
some enthusiasm from Cheri. ‘And afterwards
I’ll go sit at Sloppy Joe’s while you do the museum thing. What’s new,’ she said.
The taxi is late, and we manage to board Yankee
Freedom 111 only because my sister outargues the
man at the onramp.
Inside the door she hisses, ‘Fucking dickhead.’
Worrying he might hear I push her towards the windows. Once we’re seated, I say,
‘You’ve become too American, all drawling and
effing. No wonder people don’t believe we’re
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sisters.’
‘People can’t believe I’d have a sister
who, on exotic holidays, visits old houses instead of the beach. You’re like Dad used to be.’
I sigh. ‘If I could, I’d gladly swop you
dad’s egghead for Mum’s voice. But Mum
would have come along to Hemingway House.’
Cheri pointedly stares out the window to
Sunset Key passing by.
I change tack. ‘Do you realise how much
you have in common with the late Hemingway?’
She snorts.
‘He disliked New York, was fascinated
by Cuba and an outspoken liberal.’
She pulls her mouth. ‘That describes
most people in Key West.’
I press on. ‘He loved Scotch and Daiquiris. Said people shouldn’t visit churches, they’ll
learn more in bars. And,’ I pause for effect, ‘his
first cat’s name was Snowball.’
‘You’re making that up.’
‘I’m not. Eventually he had 57 cats.’
She squints at me. ‘Maybe my Snowball
is related to his.’
‘Unlikely. I read that his Snowball’s descendants are all six-toed.’
‘If I had so many cats, I’d set them on the
chickens.’
I laugh. ‘I suspect that in Key West even
cats know it’s illegal to harm roaming chickens.’
‘So, other than his book addiction, I
could’ve been Hemingway’s twin?’ she mocks
before declaring, ‘Okay. I’ll go to his house. But
I’m plugging in my iPod. And don’t nag me to
read books.’
After forty minutes of rocking waves, Fort Jefferson comes in view. The imposing six-sided
structure covers practically the entire small island.
Our stroll around the inside of the walls
takes us nearly an hour. Cheri descends on the
gift shop; I opt for the one-room museum.
A woman with post-box red spikey hair
tells me, ‘Fort construction started mid-1800s.
Still ain’t finished. That tells you about local
builders.’ She cackles a smoker’s croaky laugh.
‘Later became a prison, where the Lincoln assassins were kept.’
‘Hemingway used to camp out here?’
‘Yeah. He’d have sailed 10 hours to get
here ‘coz they had to pick up barrelled fresh water from the Marquesas. No restrictions those
days and he brought lotsa friends for booze-ups.
Makarelle
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We don’ allow that kinda stuff no more.’
Back on the ferry – me carrying a Dry Tortugas
book and Cheri a Fort Jefferson t-shirt – I say, ‘I
get why Hemingway loved this place. A real-life
fort will appeal to any adventurous types.’
‘He musta caused loads of damage now
needing fixing.’
‘You really think the worst of people.’
‘A bunch of men boozing and shooting?
There’s always collateral damage.’
‘And you wonder why you’re single.’
‘I’m separated. You’re single. Being all
polite didn’t help you much.’
Opposite Key West Harbour, waiters are positioning lunch menu boards outside restaurants.
Cheri flags down a bicycle taxi – three-wheeled,
backseat for two, surfer-type bloke doing the cycling – and requests Hemingway House as destination.
I ask, ‘Can we go past First State Bank?’
Surfer bloke frowns. ‘That’s the other
way.’
‘Never mind,’ I say and explain to Cheri,
‘In Hemingway’s To Have And Have Not a bank
robbery led to a shocking twist.’
‘Why d’you think it’s that bank?’
‘Same name, same street.’
‘What’s the twist?’
‘Read the book and find out.’
At 907 Whitehead Street, the two-floor French
Colonial style house with its Caribbean-yellow
shutters and 1851 scrolled above the front door is
surrounded by green lawn and tall palm trees.
The door opens into aircon-generated
coolness. A buxom bottle-blonde full of American conviviality, name tag Shona, leads us from
room to room, reciting her lines. ‘Hemingway
was born in 1899 in Chicago. He was a junior
reporter during the war, and wrote his first novel
while he lived in Paris. His writing style showed
a move away from the old elaborate British
style.’
She looks at me. ‘Not that British writers
are bad…’
Cheri interrupts. ‘Just continue the tour.’
The lounge boasts antique chairs and African statutes on plinths, the bedrooms dark bedheads and armoires. Shona tells us Hemingway
brought the furniture from Europe.
I focus on the framed photos, some with
Hemingway holding huge sailfish/swordfish/
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marlin and several of him on a boat. Shona
says, ‘During the war, grenades and machine
guns were fitted on his boat to help ward off
German U-boats between America and Cuba.’
I frown. ‘There were U-boats here near
Key West?’
Cheri interjects, facing Shona. ‘D’you
have pics of his cats?’
Shona opens an album and points to a
faded-grey picture of the legendary Snowball.
‘His first polydactyl cat, which means they’ve
extra toes, came from a ship’s captain. When
Hemingway died the cats from his Cuban house
were brought here. Now we have thirty polydactyl cats.’
Cheri asks, ‘Do your po-whatever cats
kill chickens?’
But Shona is already walking to the hallway, where a sign proclaims BOOK SALE. She
addresses me. ‘Did you know The Old Man and
The Sea won a Nobel Prize?’
‘Yip,’ I say.
‘That proved that writers don’ need violence to get bestsellers.’
‘His other books have plenty of violence.’
Shona picks up Islands In the Stream. ‘If
you don’ like all that, try this book. Came out
months before Hemingway died. There’s a
great scene of a barracuda stalking a mullet.’
I say, ‘Okay, I’ll buy it. And To Have and
Have Not for her.’
‘I prefer a cap,’ says Cheri.
I buy the two books and two caps, and
we exit into the heat. At the gate Cheri says,
‘D’you know, I totally forgot about my iPod.’
We walk the eight blocks to Duval Street, halfway to where we’d mounted the bicycle taxi.
I’m sweating rivulets by the time we reach the
1950’s façade of Sloppy Joe’s Bar, renowned for
Hemingway’s patronage decades ago. Inside, a
U-shaped bar counter juts into the sizeable restaurant. Numerous flags hang above the bar; I
recognise the Irish and French flags. Elsewhere
Hemingway dominates. Keepsakes for sale include mugs, glasses, headbands, all featuring his
face. On a side wall are photos of his lookalikes
from an annual competition. The bordering
wall features numerous old snaps of the real
Hemingway,
sitting at the bar with different men,
sitting at the bar with different women,
posing with shotgun while straddling an
Makarelle

assortment of dead animals.
Cheri aims for a window table overlooking the street.
‘You eating?’ a lanky waitress, name tag
Ray, asks. ‘Otherwise you mus’ sit at the bar.’
My sister looks around. ‘The restaurant’s
empty. What’s it matter where we sit?’
I say, ‘Ray, we’ll be eating. Please bring
menus.’
‘And the Hemingway Cocktails menu,’
Cheri shouts after Ray, and says to me, ‘See, I
know some Hemingway stuff.’
I order Mojito (white rum, lime juice,
soda, mint); Cheri, Scotch Cocktail (Scotch,
sherry, champagne). The aroma of meat caramelising over hot coals sways me to request another Hemingway favourite: seared steak. Cheri
chooses crumbed cheese sticks.
The aircon is off because, says Ray, ‘It’s
winter.’ I flap a placemat in front of my face
and reminisce. ‘Do you remember one Fantasy
Fest we stood outside and chatted to your
friend Eric sitting here?’
‘He knows the owner, always gets the
good seats.’
‘In his day Hemingway would have
scored the window seats.’
‘Did he attend Fantasy Fest?’
‘Surely you realise he was long dead before the first Fantasy Fest.’
‘Oh. Right.’
I resume my memory trip. ‘I bet Hemingway would’ve loved the Pirate’s Party in Plaid
float. Even in Scotland I’ve never seen so many
tartans worn together.’
Our drinks arrive and the first sip of Mojito makes me pucker. Sourer than I recall.
Cheri says, ‘I know something which
you pro’bly don’t,’ and she asks Ray to change
the jukebox music to Hemingway’s Whiskey. It
croons,
Three sheets to the wind,
live hard,
die hard,
this one's for him.
Cheri sings and sways along to the music.
When late afternoon turns sallow, empty glasses confirm our progress down Hemingway’s
menu. Snowball (Advocaat, lemonade, lime
juice) for me, and Papa Doble Daiquiri (rum,
grapefruit juice, Maraschino, lime juice) twice
for Cheri, followed the initial order.
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‘Let’s get going,’ I say, signalling for the

bill.
‘Am jush shtarting to loooove Hemingway,’ she slurs.
Bending forward, I tap on the table, imitating our dear departed mother. ‘You carry on
and I’m leaving you right here!’
She folds her arms and pouts, her evocation of those childhood standoffs.
Up Duval Street, walking south, Cheri belts out,
‘Sheetsh to the wind…’
A woman walking towards us crosses the
road.
Cheri clowning around, me the audience,
others getting irritated, are also reminders of our
childhood years. But her cheekiness became unashamed self-assurance, the trait I most wish I
had inherited.
Near the end of South Street stands a
large concrete-anchored faux buoy. Captions on
the front indicate Southern-most Point and 90
Miles to Cuba. For now, this is as near as we’ll
get to Hemingway’s Cuban landmarks.
‘One day your country and Cuba will
make up and we’ll fly there,’ I say.
‘And drag me to which old buildings?’
‘Finca Vigia, his Cuban house, and Ambos Mundos, a hotel he frequented. You’ll be
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sarky to new people and drink Daiquiris where
Hemingway once drank 14 in one go, and we’ll
dance the tango.’
‘Must find boyfriends first. I’m not dancing with you in public.’
We take photos of each other wearing
our Hemingway caps and pointing to the 90
Miles to Cuba inscription. On a short video clip I
lift my cap and say, ‘So long, Ernest.’ On her
clip Cheri purrs, ‘This one's for him…’
We walk back towards the main road to
find a taxi. For some minutes the rhythmic
splash of the ocean from a block away is the
dominant sound, until Cheri asks, ‘So how did
Hemingway die?’
‘Shot himself.’
‘Holy crap! Why?’
‘Could’ve been something hereditary.
Five of his family members committed suicide.
We remain silent for the next block.
Then she says, ‘You know, I might take
up reading this year. I’m dead curious about that
robbery.’
***
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A Passing Fancy
by R. E. Loten

‘It’s just a passing fancy,’ I told E. ‘D has no interest in marriage. Not with me, not with anyone. He gets bored quickly. In a few months, I’ll
be pensioned off with a gift or two and we’ll go
back to our life as it was before.’

‘Come with me,’ he’d say. ‘I can get
through it if I know you’re waiting for me.’

E shook his head. He didn’t like it. Why
would he? What man would be happy at the
thought of sharing his wife with another. He saw
the benefits of the relationship, but he didn’t like
the price he’d have to pay.

He buried his face in my neck, breathing
hot kisses on my skin. I knew where we were
headed and I gritted my teeth. Sex wasn’t something I particularly enjoyed. It wasn’t necessary
to me in the same way it was to him, but it was
the price I had to pay to keep my position.

‘You can’t have both, honey. Ambition or
love. Which is it to be?’
Of course, he picked ambition. And I don’t
blame him any more than I do myself. I’d have
made the same choice in his shoes.

Everything went to plan at first. D was infatuated with me and I knew exactly what he needed.
Mothering. Encouragement. Everything he didn’t get at home. There, everyone told him what
to do without paying him the courtesy of letting
him think it was his own idea. And as for mothering – what a hoot. There was none of that. No
one to tell him how clever he was or what wonderful company he could be. Just cold disapproval and the sense that nothing was ever good
enough. He was always expected to be something more than he was. Except with me. I knew
how to flatter him, how to cajole him into doing
the things he hated.
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‘Oh darling you flatter me. You’re strong
enough to do anything. But I’ll come if it will
make you feel better.’

He knew there’d be a terrific row when it
all came out, so we had to be careful and when
we went away, E always came with us. If my
husband was one of the party, then there couldn’t possibly be any impropriety. After all, what
husband would turn a blind eye to something so
blatant? It was inconceivable. Nevertheless, even
we underestimated the force of the reaction
when they found out. I begged him to let me go
home, but he refused.
‘I need you here.’
‘I’m harming you by staying.’
‘I’ll harm myself if you leave.’
‘Don’t be ridiculous,’ I told him. ‘This is
more than either of us bargained for. We have to
end this now before it’s too late.’

He gripped my arm and the expression on
his face froze me. ‘I won’t give you up. Remem-
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ber darling, I sleep with a gun under my pillow.
One squeeze is all it would take. If you leave,
that’s what I’ll do.’
I threw my arms around him and begged
him not to speak of it again. What else could I
do? I couldn’t have his death on my conscience.
It would be like killing a child, for that’s what he
was. They don’t like being told ‘no’ either.
I tried so many times to get him to see
sense. I even left. Hid. He found me.
‘When will you realise you can’t hide from
me? You can go wherever you want, but wherever you go I will follow you. I cannot live without you.’
He spoke to friends, colleagues, tried to get
them to support us. Some did, most didn’t. Most
saw me for exactly what I am – a woman out for
herself. They know my type. We’ve existed for
hundreds of years performing the same function
for different men. I’m no different to the others.
Not really. However much, he might like to
think otherwise.
Something changed in him during that
time and that was when I realised I’d won. I was
going to get my freedom back. I telephoned E
and told him I would stop the divorce proceedings. There was no need to continue the charade. D had agreed that we were being ridiculous and the only course of action left was to
give me up, to let me go back to E. For him to
focus on his new job. I would only be a distraction.
‘I thought maybe I’d go to Paris. Lose myself there for a while until all this blows over.’
‘I have friends with an apartment in
Cannes. Go there instead. It will be harder for
them to find you. I’ll let them know it’s all over
and then you can disappear. No one will bother
you after that.’
I agreed. I didn’t care anymore. I just
wanted out. I was suffocating. D telephoned to
let me know all was well and proceeding exactly
as he’d planned. He didn’t want to rehearse his
speech with me, just told me how to listen in
when he delivered it.
‘I think you’ll be proud of how clever I’ve
been,’ he said. ‘Everything will be just fine,
you’ll see. When it’s done, we’ll both be free to
live again without being followed at every turn.
They’ll be off our backs once it’s all over.’
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So here I am, sat alone in a borrowed
apartment waiting to hear him give me back my
freedom. My life. My husband. E is waiting in
Paris for me. He asked to come here tonight so
we could listen together, but I wanted to be
alone. Even the servants have been sent away
for the evening. I have few regrets, but hurting E
so badly is one of the biggest. I never imagined
things would go so far. I’m not blind – I can see
in the mirror I’m not the kind of woman men
lose their heads over – but D did. It’s almost finished now though. We’ve nearly reached the
end of the road and I’m glad. I didn’t want any
of this and I feel the excitement beginning to
bubble within me at the thought of my reunion
with E. It won’t be long now.
I glance at my watch. It’s time. I lean over
and turn the wireless on. The static crackles for
a moment and then I hear his voice.
‘At long last I am able to say a few words of my
own. I have never wanted to withhold anything,
but until now it has not been constitutionally
possible for me to speak.’
He pauses for breath. I anticipate the break in
his voice as he solemnly declares he has made
the choice to put his country before his heart. I
pour myself a glass of champagne and let the
words wash over me.
‘But you must believe me when I tell you that I
have found it impossible to carry the heavy burden of responsibility and to discharge my duties
as King as I would wish to do without the help
and support of the woman I love.’
This isn’t what we agreed. Red spots drop onto
my dress. The stem of my glass has snapped.
‘And now, we all have a new King. I wish him
and you, his people, happiness and prosperity
with all my heart. God bless you all! God save
the King!
God save the King, I want to cry, What about me?
God save me!
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I Just Had The Strangest Night
by Toby Goodwin

Bảo wasn’t from Glesga, so something about it
appealed to him.
The way folk kept putting it up there. The
way no cunt ever saw it going up. The way it
implied that the locals had a certain acrobatic
ability. I suppose it encapsulated the place for
him. So, on our breaks he was always like;
“Let’s meet next to the cone.”
My legs were sore, as were my shoulders. A
dull ache, but the job got easier every night. Every shift I felt my legs getting stronger. Every
night I was a little less outta breath as I delivered
that final paper bag. It was a wet night, or at
least that’s how I always remember it. Could’ve
been raining. Could’ve just rained. I’m not sure,
but either way, I was under the cover of the
Modern Art Gallery, next to one of those big
Roman-lookin pillars. I was looking up at that
statue, thinkin about how they sculptor-cunts
should’ve given the boy an actual set of wellies,
or even if they’d just put that big horse in a double set of wellies, imagine. That’s what the cunt
was famous for, wasn’t it? Inventing welly-boots.
But then I started second-guessing masel and I
was off to give it a wee Google when Bảo appeared on his bike, skeetin across the wet paving
stones; drops rising in a line off his back tire.
He was wearing that turquoise jacket we’d all
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been given at our respective trial shifts, out the
cupboard in the Central Station parking lot. The
guy running my trial had called it ‘The Office.’
All Deliveroo offices are just cupboards in multistorey car parks. Anyways, Bảo had some hustle
about him. He slid up to the steps and in one fluid movement, he leapt off the bike and lifted it
onto the sandstone brickwork next to mine. My
bike was a nice wee road one; fibreglass with an
adjustable seat. Bảo’s was an old Trespass,
Mountain model. He was always moanin about
the higher gears. I looked out across the square.
I remember sheets of rain, orange, catchin headlamps. I remember squinting, seeing the road
ablaze. Cars rushing through sparks that fell lazily groundward.
Maybe it was raining after all.
Bảo pulled down his hood and went, “I’ve
just had the strangest night.” He had a bit of a
French accent, but there was more of a pushing
sense to it, rolling his head back with every syllable and thrusting the heavier parts of the words
upwards with a timbre similar to the knock of
one of those bamboo water-clock thingmies.
“Aye?” I said. I had a box of damp chips in
one hand. Wasn’t sure if that was from the rain
or from the vinegar.
“Aye,” Bảo said, “I kept going into all of
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these takeaways, and they are all some ones I
have never picked up from before, and most of
them have different names on the ticket to the
names on the doors to the shops.”
I looked down at my chips, trying to see if I
could get a wee crunchy one. I always liked the
scraggly bits the best. Chips are a weird thing if
you think about them. They’ve taken some obscure South American root, shlapped some vinegar on it, and then called it British. I put one in
my mouth and looked up at Bảo, “Aye, that’ll
be the new tax year. You always get lots of them
poppin up this time ae year.”
“Strange,” Bảo said. He had a wee set of
woolly pound-shop gloves on. He started pulling
at the fingers on his left hand. “And what was
even more strange was that none of them wanted me to take the food. They said it was cancelled and that I could just go to the next one.
Still paying me, they say. I was unsure, but then
they all keep saying it; no one wants me to take
the food.”
Bảo’d started delivering about a month earlier, and I’d been the one running his trial shift, so
he’d taken my number and we’d spoken on
WhatsApp here and there. Lots of riders liked to
meet under the cone, or the Duke of Wellington,
for a break. In fact, at this time of night, you’d
usually have more than a few sitting on that
damp step, moanin about the greasy cunts running the Glesga catering industry.
Maybe there wasn’t any about that night
since it was rainin.
“Oh aye,” I said, “nothin new there.” It was
a tad unusual that Bảo’d had a whole night of it,
but I’d seen it plenty masel. “Half these bastarts
are at it; it’s called Astroturfing. They order a
fuck load ae shite to themselves and then they
write a fuck load ae good reviews for themselves. It’s illegal, but they’re all at it. Doubt Deliveroo gives a fuck. Money in the bank as far as
they’re concerned.”
“This is illegal?”
“Oh aye.”
“Then it is cheating,” Bảo said. He looked
like he’d never seen somecunt cheat at something before, “What if the food is no good?”
“It’s probably exactly because the food’s no
good. They’re trying tae play the system, Tryin
tae squeeze some extra cash oot the minimum
wage fryer-jockeys. I even had one the other
day. It was this big chain pub wae locations all
over Glesga, and they were running two separate takeaway companies oot the wan kitchen.
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Sammie’s Burgers and Well-Good Sandwiches, and
each company, looking at their profiles on Deliveroo, was sellin the exact same pish, just
packaged differently. It’s stupit. The real reason
any takeaway company succeeds is because the
food’s good. Ye cannae polish a turd.”
“Polish?”
“Aye, like, eh, clean. You cannae make a turd
clean.”
“Like a shit? You cannot make a shit clean?”
“Aye.”
Bảo grinned, showing a wide set of straight
teeth. He was a handsome guy by all accounts.
Well-built, sharp haircut. I think he played the
guitar, cause you could always hear tunes blastin out his headphones; thrash and math-rock
and that sortae thing. It was metal but not your
normal kind of metal. The kind of metal that
only guitarists like.
“Well then they are all wasting their time,”
Bảo said.
“Right enough,” I picked up another soggy
chip and continued, punctuating my sentence
with its floppy, golden form. “As the year moves
along, they’ll all drop off wan by wan. Especially those yins who’ve resorted tae using cheap
tricks instead of just sortin their menus.”
“Stupid cunts,” Bảo said, that final syllable
echoing up into the sandstone brickwork of the
Art Gallery. He sat down and pulled a wee
Tesco’s egg-mayo out of his pocket.
We ate in silence for a minute, and I remember seein this wee sign at the end of the road. It
was bent like somecunt had gone through it in
their motor, but the way it was hanging was a
bit strange. It was at an angle over the road, not
like someone had backed into it, but more like it
had been dinged at some speed and it had not
only bent but had whinged back around, spinnin
and leaning the other way. Scrambled metal had
split the post’s plastic covering to reveal a rusted
set of teeth, grinning into the sky. It’s the wee
details that stay with you. I always think about
the water dripping down that bent sign onto the
road, like liquid fire in the headlamps. I always
think about it rolling down the back of Bảo’s
jacket and pooling behind him on the sandstone
step. I think about the wee bit of mayonnaise
hangin off his upper lip.
A moment like any other.
But in that second, or in one of the many seconds before or after, somewhere in the darkened
tundra of Siberia, or maybe out of a submarine
in the Atlantic Ocean, or fuck knows where else,
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a mighty rocket was shot into the sky. It
might’ve even been another night, but that’s the
memory that comes to mind. Bảo callin out
some middle-management bastarts trying to
scrape pennies out of the Scottish commoner’s
pockets. A wee pop, and then panic. Many
pops, maer panic. Calls to take cover. I suppose
they were aimin for our subs up in the Clyde. I
heard those fuckin tin-cans were destroyed before they could even fire. All this time those Trident cash-sinks were sittin up there bein an SNP
talkin point and they never even fuckin fired
them.
The walls of the subway are still covered in
posters; old advertisements for pills that’ll give
you the strength to work, advertisements for upcoming sport-ball games to watch in between
shifts, or advertisements fer a host of upcoming
stage shows that may distract you from yer
fuckin work; Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Book
of Mormon, Joe Bonamassa. Joe’s looking old as
fuck in the picture. Bet the cunt looks even older
now, if he’s still alive.
The station’s lit by burning lamps on the
floor and the wee fires that folk’ve been starting
with broken chairs legs and the like. Pale amber
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flickers up the curved walls, and occasionally
water drips off the roof to land, hissing, into the
small blazes. There’re signs on the rails themselves, warning of jolts of electricity that
would’ve fried the entire families that’re down
there, huddled in blankets, weans whimpering.
I’ve only got a wee bit of pencil left so I think I’ll
save it for another time. Got a ratty deck of
cards one of the older guys gave us so I might
have a wee shot at the Solitaire.
I can hear distant shells above. I can see my
breath. We’re all just waitin; waitin fer news,
waitin fer suhin on the radio, waitin for
somecunt to come down and tell us we can
come out.
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Or is this a different world
by P Douglas Hammond

Image—Ruth Loten

‘What do you mean sir, “its gone”? How can it
be gone? It can’t just go, it’s huge, and weighs
thousands of tons – it can’t simply vanish, or get
up and walk. Have you been watching too
much Derren Brown?’
Apricot grimaced, trying to express the
lack of amusement at the conclusion drawn by
the police officer.
Apricot wasn’t his real name, of course.
Well actually it was, but at school he had leant
to deny that and pretend that it was a nickname
that had, like jam, stuck.
Apricot Dorfgeld; his mother had insisted
on naming him Apricot, as she thought it had a
certain rock-star appeal. Apricot just thought
that she was rather unkind, if not completely
round-the-bend.
‘Well I tell you, I have just driven past
where it should be, but it wasn’t there. I drive
past it on my way to work every day, as I have
done for the last seven years. Today was no different - except that this morning, Stonehenge
was gone.’
‘The Desk Sergeant was a professional – a police
officer of many years service. He had met an
untold number of cranks in his time, and had
come across numerous people who were drunk,
stoned, or mentally stressed. He’d heard countless strange stories about fairies, ghosts, and alien intruders, but never had he been expected to
take seriously a claim that an object the size of a
Makarelle

football pitch, the height of a house, and weighing-in something like the Titanic, could simply
vanish. ‘So what do you think has happened to
it then, has somebody come in during the night,
dismantled it, and carted it off on a fleet of lorries?’ The officer was not sure if he had injected
enough derision into this question, but he was
certain that it was not too much. He mentally
checked the date, but today wasn’t the first of
April. He would play this one for a while longer
to find out what was behind it, and then see
where to go next.
‘Well if they did,’ replied Apricot, now getting a little cross, ‘they made a good job of not
leaving any traces. No big holes in the ground,
no wheel ruts in the grass, no tea bags tossed
idly into the hedgerow where they’d had a quick
cuppa. Oh, and the sixteenth century cottage,
complete with roses over the gate, smack bang in
the middle of what used to be the centre of the
circle; that was a pretty neat trick too.’
Apricot had to admit to himself that this
last detail had not really strengthened his case.
‘Now sir,’ said the officer, changing tack.
‘Why don’t you come and sit down?’ He gestured to a colleague to take over at the desk. Experience was kicking in again; the man before
him did not appear to be inebriated, nor an exploiter of substances. That left the other possibility: the man standing at this North Country
police station enquiry desk was undergoing
some sort of mental breakdown. In which case,
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sarcasm was not appropriate, but a more gentle
approach, and a cup of tea, was.
“Here is your tea Mr. Dorfgeld,” the officer had
begun to say, but Apricot gently corrected him,
‘Dr. Dorfgeld. I work at the research institute; I
was on my way there this morning.’
‘Please take a seat, Dr. Dorfgeld,’ the officer said kindly, sitting down himself in one of
the casual chairs, with a low table between
them. ‘Or would you prefer me to call you…’,
he hesitated, feeling very uncomfortable with
the alternative.
The room in which they sat was not a normal interview room, but was one set aside for
such occasions, or for when delicate news had to
be delivered.
The room had been designed to be as comfortable and informal as possible – with a carpeted floor and soft colours on the walls. A pity
though, that it had not been designed by somebody more competent: the chairs were far from
comfortable, the cuboid appearance of the emulsioned, block-work walls was far from informal,
and the colours in the carpet clashed violently
with the paint on the door.
Dr Dorfgeld, as he preferred to be called,
hardly noticed any of this. He sat hunched on
the edge of the seat, and studied his fingernails.
When the officer handed him his tea, he took it,
and studied that instead.
Yes, he could manage with being addressed as Dr. Dorfgeld; he’d decided from a
very early age that he would be a doctor, as then
Dr Dorfgeld would become his name, and nobody would ever have to call him Apricot again.
Apricot had always assumed that to become a
doctor, he would have to go to medical collage,
and spend the rest of his life with a stethoscope
hanging around his neck. The stethoscope that
he’d received as a childhood Christmas present
though, would never stay in place, and constantly fell off his shoulders. He despaired.
His salvation came in his teens, when he
discovered that the title of Dr. was not confined
only to the medical profession, but was also
available to other very clever people; Apricot
decided to become a scientist.
From that moment on, his head became
filled with adventures involving bubbling test
tubes, oscilloscopes, time travel, and (best of all)
multiple parallel universes – where in some bizarre way, each universe would be almost exactMakarelle

ly the same as the next; almost the same, but
slightly different. The reality of a career in plant
research, however – with molecular genetics,
plant taxonomy, and tissue-culture propagation was just as exciting as Apricot had imagined science would be, but in different ways.
Apricot’s thoughts were disturbed by the officer,
‘Would you like sugar in your tea?’
He answered that he didn’t take sugar, but
after a short while he absentmindedly put a good
spoonful into his cup and stirred it thoughtfully
– his mind elsewhere.
‘How did you hurt your head?’ asked the
officer.
Apricot came back to the present moment
with a bit of a start. He put a hand to his forehead, and felt the dressing. The dressing felt
rough to the touch, and the touch hurt his
wound.
He hesitated before replying, as if trying to
get the details of the story straight in his mind
before committing them to words. Indeed, he
struggled to believe what he remembered of the
what had happened. He added a good spoonful
of sugar to his tea, and began to reply.
‘Oh, its nothing really. I had a bit of an
accident at work a couple of days ago, that’s all.’
The officer enquired as to whether or not a doctor had looked at it, ‘Yes’, he replied, ‘There are
good medical facilities there – well there’d have
to be, with all those people around.’
Apricot had just added a good spoonful of
sugar to his tea, and was about to take his first
sip, when the officer asked what had happened
at the Institute.
‘Oh no.’ Apricot replied, ‘Not at the institute. This was in Switzerland, the research
place at CERN. I was involved in the explosion
– did you hear about it?’ When the officer
looked blank, Apricot shook his head slowly
and said, ‘No, you wouldn’t have. They probably wanted it kept quiet.’
Apricot looked at his tea, then at the sugar
bowl – and put the cup down.
The officer asked if he had cut his head, or
bumped, but Dr. Dorfgeld seemed shocked at
the suggestion, ‘it is a sort of burn.’ he said
vaguely. ‘I don’t know what they were working
on – no doubt crashing unheard-of particles into
each other, at obscene speeds. Probably trying
to alter reality, or something.’ His mouth chuckled, but his eyes didn’t. ‘Nothing to do with me;
I was simply visiting. I’d just arrived when there
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was this almighty blast, and a flash of peculiar
light. The next thing I knew, I was in the medical bay and people were fussing around me.’ He
seemed to ponder something deep in his
memory, and then mumbled, ‘but why only a
burn?’
Apricot looked at the officer; for the first
time noticing the man behind the uniform. ‘I
was walking along a corridor, he said,
‘surrounded by walls and people; the peculiar
light came from where a wall had been – but
there was no debris. If there had been an explosion, why was there no debris? And why was I
not badly hurt? When I got out of the sick bay,
there were no ruins to be seen, the wall was intact, and no other people had bee injured – nobody knew anything about it.’ He paused for a
moment, ‘Strange’.
The officer agreed that it was strange, but
suggested perhaps there was another explanation. Perhaps he’d been taken ill, and the peculiar light had been something to do with the medical bay – although that wouldn’t explain the
burn. ‘That is what they said,’ replied Apricot,
‘and I was inclined to believe them, however,
after that nothing was quite right.’
Apricot picked up his tea, put it to his lips,
but then seemed to have second thoughts and
replaced the cup on the table.
‘What was not right?’ asked the officer.
‘Well, there was that thing with the hirecar.’ Said Apricot ‘The key I’d left with the parking attendant didn’t fit the car. I thought he’d
given me back the wrong key, but he said that
was impossible; it could only be the key that I’d
given him - but it can’t have been.
Later, when I got back to the hotel and
went to the third floor where my room was, I
found my room was on the second floor.
On the flight home, my ticket was for business class, but my boss never allowed me such
luxuries before.
When I landed in the UK, my car ashtray
was full of dog-ends, but I don’t smoke!
My wife’s hair was a different colour.
My neighbour’s son turned out to be a
daughter.
And when I spoke to the chap in the paper
shop – whom I have been calling Roger all these
years, he informed me that his name was
Ronald.
Am I going bonkers? Or is this a different
world?’
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The officer smiled at Dr Dorfgeld in a way that
disturbed somewhat him. ‘I think I know the
cottage that you mentioned; just by the railway
line? I was brought up here. I can assure you
that the cottage has been there as long as I can
remember.
‘But!’ Apricot protested, I’m no stranger to
this place either. I have visited Stonehenge
many times; I have taken my family there, and
have a picture to prove it.’
The officer felt sorry for Dr Dorfgeld, as
he began to fumble for his wallet. When he
opened it and took out the photograph, the officer anticipated the crushed feeling that would
engulf Dr. Dorfgeld as the snap proved him
wrong.
‘Look!’ he said, handing over the image.
There Apricot was, with his wife and children,
framed by the unmistakable monoliths. This
was indeed Stonehenge, but the urban surroundings were wrong, and the passing train in the
background should definitely not have been
there. Although no expert, the picture seemed
to be authentic and not altered in any way.
The officer wrinkled his brow, and mumbled, ‘This isn’t Salisbury Plain!’.
‘Salisbury Plain?’ Apricot muttered to himself,
and looking at the officer in disbelief.
While one half of his mind laughed at the
stupidity of the person who thought that Stonehenge was in Wiltshire, the other half felt sick at
his own absolute and certain knowledge that it
wasn’t.
Between the two halves lurked a fear that somehow,
in some bizarre way,
both of them were right … and both of them
were wrong.
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Pilgrim Track To Mont St Michel
by Frank McMahon

Image—Normandy Tourism

Here,
tides can outrun the swiftest runner in this vast bay
scalloped between dune and salt marsh. Here
wind and light and water rule. The guide announces “pieds nus”,
not even sandals but we accede, secular itinerants,
subscribed to be guided to the Mount and home again.
In his knowledge and our fitness we place our trust
through scattered pebbles, empty mussel shells, hard-ribbed undulations and where
the soaked sand demands the deliberate placing and retraction of our feet
plunge and lift
plunge and lift
until the thigh-deep crossing of the river and reaching the bank
the Mount is clear, stone and glass, layer on layer until the spire challenging the sky.
We hope he can read the weather’s alterations, shifts of tides and unexpected surges;
stories of pilgrims carried away, in too much haste, gambled on the light prevailing,
the roar of eternity in their ears. .
Look seawards, figures emerge.
Horizon dances a wall of haze and shimmer, permeable border
between two different worlds.
Would this be a truer test of faith to walk towards it, hesitant
deliberate, to walk, knowing what lies beyond it is the sea
but never knowing
until you enter
how you will be received?
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The Devil’s Chair
by Jane Langan

We hiked up the hill in thin trainers and inappropriate coats as the wind buffeted us, giving us
haystacks for hair, and causing the saliva in our
mouth to dry as we laughed and walked.

make it more than what it was to begin with and
still worthy of the telling

I had known Kaz, Luce and Nicky since
junior school, we had always been close and our
history was speckled with mischief, boyfriend
troubles and late nights out.

Kaz giggles at this and says, ‘Hey, if the
Masonic fellas can, the devil can. And without
his apron where would the story be?’

One last walk, before I went back to college. February half term was the completely
wrong time of year to go, but we did it anyway
because we knew this land, we had grown up
wild within it.
The Stiperstones are a rocky outcrop in
the Southwest of Shropshire near the small village of Pontesbury. What makes it unusual is the
quartzite it is made of. It kind of reflects the light
sparkling within the stones; that, and The Devil’s Chair, which is where we were heading.
As we walked, we talked about the old story, the one told and retold and embellished to
Makarelle

‘I still can’t believe the devil wears an
apron,’ Nicky says, as we start the walk.

Luce replies, ‘Isn’t it all to do with Adam
and Eve? Eve eats the apple and boom, where’s
my fig leaf? But the Devil is already self-aware
so he wants to hide his private bits and pieces
behind his apron. And I don’t know about you,
but I don’t think I want to find out what the
Devils dick looks like.’
We all laugh. I lean into Luce, nudging
her shoulder as we continue to stride up the hill.
She seems to have given it so much thought.
‘He would still have his arse hanging out.’
‘Luce! I like to think he has a nice pair of
trousers on to cover those cloven hooves, maybe
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bellbottoms or something,’ I say, smiling.

We’re all breathless as we continue to hike
upwards, but the sky is blue with just a few candyfloss clouds. The sun is warm on our faces,
even if the wind is biting making our eyes water
as we look to the summit. We can see the glitter
of the quartzite shining on the hill between the
tussocks of grass.
When we get to the top, the Shropshire
Hills are all around us – The Wrekin, The
Longmynd, Stretton. The views are glorious and
we take a moment to catch our breath, sitting on
the stones taking it all in.

‘God’s country.’ I mutter.
‘Isn’t that Yorkshire,’ says Luce.
‘Nah, Housman in A Shropshire Lad, wasn’t it?’
‘I don’t know you’re the one studying literature.’
That stops me, I have no idea. I make a
mental note to find out for sure.
Kaz opens her bag and pulls out a flask
and some plastic cups, ‘Who’s for tea?’ We all
nod and hold our hands out for the cups. After a
little more rummaging she produces an unopened packet of digestives. Luce takes it, gratefully, and tears it open. In no time at all we have
tea and biscuits. Life doesn’t get much better
than this. We sit on the glittering stones, munching and slurping.
‘Go on then, you tell it best.’ Luce says to
me, gently kicking me with the toe of her trainer.
I put my cup of tea down on the rock next
to me and look at the expectant faces of my
friends as I swallow the last of my biscuit. I feel
an enormous sense of tenderness to them in that
moment, I’ve missed them while I’ve been
away.
‘OK, here it is. A long time ago when the
world was new, the devil strode across countries. He had been to Ireland and filled his apron
full of rocks, then crossed the channel to the
country he despised the most - England. But as
he walked, the weight of the rocks was heavy in
his apron and soon he decided to take a rest. He
was nearly at Hell’s Gutter, a small valley he
planned to fill with the rocks he had brought.’
I take a slurp of tea, the wind is blowing
Makarelle
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dry air into my mouth as I tell the tale, ‘As he
rested, he looked across at the Shropshire hills
and saw his footprints and structures across the
county and was pleased with the progress he’d
made. He closed his eyes and slept, dreaming of
Hades, his many wives and husbands and the
mighty rings of hell. He woke with a start. Marble sized lumps of hail were spitting down on
him from the heavens. The Devil looked up
briefly, shook his head and smirked to himself.
God was a fool. But as he stood, he felt a rip and
a tear. The apron he wore broke and all the
stones rolled from it to his feet, forming a pile
before him. The Devil looked again at the heavens, through the dark clouds and sheets of hail.
He cursed his father long and hard. Then, with a
mighty arm, swept the rocks this way and that
until a chair shape was formed. He sat heavily
down and leant forward like the Thinker, chin
on fist.’
I move into the Thinker position as the
girls laugh at me, ‘He sat heavily and beneath
him the chair pushed slowly further down into
the ground. He hoped and prayed to all that was
evil that his weight would drive this despicable
country deep into the earth and to Hades itself.
He had terrible plans for its people.’
Kaz leans forward to pour the last of the
tea from the flask into my cup, while the rest of
my friends share out biscuits. Their eyes are on
me waiting for more of the story.
‘But the Devil was impatient and got
bored of sitting. Soon, he was up and moving to
his next destination, leaving his large footprints
deep in the land. The hail followed him and the
sun shone down on the Devil’s chair; it shone
and glittered brightly in the light like a giant’s
throne. Then, an old man who had been sheltering in a cave nearby, came out to tend his sheep.
He had seen the whole thing and watched as the
Devil built his chair. The steam started to rise
with the heat of the sun and as the old man inhaled, he could smell the sulphur from the
stones.’
Leaning into towards my friends, I quietly finish in a whisper, ‘Even now, the Devil returns once a year on the longest day to sit on his
chair and be worshipped by his acolytes. They
dance and sing as The Devil’s Chair inches
slowly back into the earth… And when the sun
shines bright, you can smell the sulphur rise
from the stones, like brimstone in hell itself.’
Landmarks Spring 2022
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I lean back, stand up quickly and shout,
‘BOOM!’
My friends jump and laugh and clap. The
story is told. I lean down and swig the tea from
my cup.
Kaz puts her arms around me and gives
me a squeeze, ‘We miss you when you’re at
uni.’

Suddenly, the clouds darken and hail starts
to fall. We squeal and scream as Kaz packs up
her bag, then we dash back downhill, sliding on
the wet rock and scree.
Back in my old Allegro as I drive us home,
the windows steam up as we sing loudly and
tunelessly to Heaven 17’s, Temptation. We are
joyful, pink faced and full of life.

‘Not as much as I miss you, and here. And
the Devil and his apron.’

***

Nunraw Dovecote
by Sasha Saben Callaghan
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Black Dog On Galley Hill
by Andrew Kingston

Moans tear the wind

south. Prey more plentiful, but

where witches and criminals hung,

fatty-artery meat pushing bags

and where the Black Dog burned,
on crackle, crystal, starry nights.

over golf greens and
on, to the London road, its decades
of swindlers, accountants, chisellers

The Black Dog jowls,
red eyed, smoking tar pelt,

forever creaming off, now hauling what’s left into
sink estates.

still does its rounds.
I can hear
West from the gibbet, pickings rare;
north towards the sandy ridge
over Bunyan’s Valley of the Shadow of Death,
centuries feasting on daemons, hobgoblins,

witches and criminals
where the Black Dog burns,
on crackling,
crystal, starry nights.

creatures from poisoned, bottomless pits, then
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The Copse
by Sue Davnall

The copse was fairy tale-perfect. In summer,
leaves rustled in the breeze and small birds chirruped; the sun drew pleasing patterns on the
scattered patches of soft green moss as it filtered
through the low-hanging boughs. In winter, the
wood’s small inhabitants left delicate traces
across the carpet of snow as they scurried from
one food store to another.
The copse had been there for years without number. Men would come to cut wood or
collect mushrooms and sometimes to hunt rabbits or game birds. But mainly the trees stood
quiet and undisturbed as the seasons came and
went.
Now, though, there were new embellishments to the sylvan scene. Half-crushed metal
cans caught the sunlight as they nestled beneath
the fronds of grass at the edge of the clearing.
Translucent worm-like creatures lay there, the
cast-offs from hidden and hasty love-making.
Here and there the earth was charred and bare
where inexpert hands had tried to set a fire
against the evening chill. Cigarette stubs and discarded needles littered the ground like woodland
flowers. In the distance the rumble of cars from
the encroaching housing estate competed with
the calls of the few bold birds that remained.
On a hot summer’s day a girl walked into
the centre of the copse. She wore ripped jeans,
heavy black boots, a skimpy pale pink vest top
and more earrings, rings and bracelets than there
are stars in the sky. She looked around for someMakarelle

where to sit and finally settled for a fallen tree on
the far side of the clearing. For a while she shifted about, trying to find the least uncomfortable
position in which to rest her thin body.
Time passed. The girl pulled out her
phone and began to text, her fingers fluttering
furiously across the keys. Occasionally she
pushed her long dark hair behind her shoulder,
her abrupt movements betraying her impatience.
After a while there was a sound, followed by another then another. Someone was approaching,
without hurry. The girl’s demeanour changed:
she sat up straight, swept her hair back again,
then pulled it forward a little so that it fell half
across her face, bit her lips to bring the blood to
them, wriggled into what she believed to be a
nonchalant pose. Just before the boy entered the
clearing she stashed her phone in her trouser
pocket.
‘Hiya.’
‘Hi.’
The newcomer looked around him. A traveller arriving for the first time in the great jungles
of the Amazon would not have looked more lost
or perplexed than he.
‘Wha’ we doing here, then? Why didn’ you
wanna go down the rec?’
The girl looked a little less certain of herself.
‘Everyone’ll be hangin’ out down there.
Thought it would be nice just the two of us.’
‘Why? ‘Cos I snogged you at the party?’
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She shrugged, and looked vaguely past the
boy’s shoulder. In spite of the heat, he wore a thick
purple hoodie with a leather jacket over the top.
From the waist down, ripped jeans again and oversized gleaming white trainers.
‘Wha’ we gonna do, then?’
‘Wanna fag?’ The girl pulled out a packet from
her back pocket.
He walked over and sat beside her on the tree.
She took out two sticks from the packet, putting one
in his mouth and the other in her own. He produced
a cheap plastic lighter from inside his jacket and lit
both cigarettes.
‘Ta.’
They sat silently for a while, looking across
the clearing, with no idea what to say or do next.
A hundred years before, her great-greatgrandfather and his great-great-grandmother had sat
in the same spot. The fallen tree was a magnificent
oak then, the finest specimen in the wood. The
young couple had spread the woman’s cloak on the
mossy grass below the tree and shared a jug of cider.
She was the daughter of the big house; he was one of
the under-gardeners. The tides of custom, class and
prejudice had swept them away from each other, to
the regret of both, and their story had fallen from
memory.
The girl leaned a little towards the boy. He
took the cigarette from his mouth and tossed it aside,
uncaring of the possible outcome of discarding a lit
object into dry undergrowth. He put an arm around
her shoulders and pulled her towards him, tipping
his head towards her upturned face.
‘Oi! Fat Boy! Wha’ you doin’ over ‘ere?’
Three lads clumped into the clearing. They
were dressed much the same as the young lover, but
they wore on their faces expressions of scorn, distrust
and bravado. The boy rose, his hands spread out before him, palms upwards. His skinny form belied
their name for him, but insult has no truck with fact.
‘I’m going. I’ll go now.’
He edged along the fallen log and then back
towards the trees behind him. As he reached the
edge of the clearing he turned and ran. Two of the
others chased after him, yelling the worst words they
could think of, intent on terrifying him into never
coming back. The third turned to the girl.
‘Slag.’
‘Bastard.’
‘Cow.’
‘I’m tellin’ Mum.’
‘You do tha’.’
‘She’ll roast yer.’
‘Why should she care? She’ll be halfway down
a bottle by now anyway.’
They glared at each other, but fell silent. They
were picturing the scene at home, the prone body on
the grubby couch, the empty bottles and overflowing
ashtray on the sticky, ring-marked table beside her.
Clothes, newspapers and empty takeaway cartons on
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the floor. In the kitchen, dirty plates and cutlery filling the sink and obscuring the worktops.
When the kids were younger, they had tried to
help. Before and after school they would wash up,
put things away, try to persuade their mother into
the bathroom to clean herself up a bit. Now, they
just looked after each other and never, ever let any of
their mates come back to the house.
‘Wha’s wrong with him, anyway? Why
shouldn’ I hang out with him?’
‘Don’t be a twat, Pen. You know he’s from
over Benton way. Not one of us.’
‘Don’ care. I like him.’
‘If he keeps hangin’ round here he’s gonna to
get shanked sooner or later. Is that what you want?’
The girl looked as if she might cry, and much
younger than when she had first entered the clearing.
‘Come on, you don’ wanna hang around here
on your own.’
He put a brotherly arm around her and steered her
towards the path by which he had arrived.
Time passed. Nothing changed for a while.
Then the bulldozers and diggers came. New streets,
new houses. All that was left was a small stand of
trees on a roundabout.
Some years later a man and a woman stood at the
side of the road looking at the roundabout over the
top of the rush-hour traffic. Two small children nestled into their sides, disconcerted by the noise and
the choking smell of petrol.
‘See there, kids?’ said the man. ‘There was a
whole wood there once. That’s where your mum and
I used to meet.’
‘Why, Daddy? Why did you go into the
wood to meet Mummy?’
‘It’s a long story, sweetie. Uncle Rob didn’t
like me very much then and we had to find somewhere secret and special to hide.’
‘Uncle Rob who lives in the big building with
the high walls and the bars? Why does he live there?’
The man looked over at the woman, who
shook her head.
‘Er, yeah. That’s a story for another time.
Now, who’s for an ice cream?’
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Successio Eirian
by Beck Collett

What’s happened? Gina Barks said what?
Cheeky cow! She’ll have spots soon too, you
mark my words. Then you can call her crater
face. Look at old Selene up there, shining
down on us. She’s pocked with all kinds of
scars from stupid men and asteroids and whatnot, still the most beautiful wonder in the
skies, isn’t she? Take no heed of a bitchy girl –
don’t tell Mam I said the B word – you’re still
beautiful, Eirian. Now, did I ever tell you
about the Luna 15 mystery? Well, legend has
it that Luna 15 didn’t “crash” at all, but faked
it to trick Buzz and his Yankee gang. No, hear
me out. The craft landed in the Sea of Crises –
crises, meaning lots of blimming kerfuffle,
what are the odds? It’s just too perfect to be
coincidence. The Soviets were meant to land
in the Sea of Tranquillity, where everyone
lands. It’s the only bit every bugger knows of
the moon, isn’t it, that and the big dipper?
Kids learn them and think they’re Patrick
Moore – God rest his soul. Irrelevant, point is
that they were racing the Americans, no blimming way they would screw up so badly as to
“crash” into a mountain thirty miles off where
they were supposed to be. No chance. That’s
the official story, anyway. But there’s more to
Luna 15, girl, much more than is generally
known. Oh, I hear Mam calling. I’ll tell you
Makarelle

more tomorrow. No, don’t make that face at
me, you know the rules. Look for the tranquil
sea, that’s your job tonight. You don’t need
my binoculars for that. Find her, alright?
How was school? Good. Now, did you find
the tranquil sea last night? Right then, on we
go with the story. Now, the moon is full of our
junk, one of those undeniable facts no-one
wants to take responsibility for, but it’s true.
All those marks on the old girl’s face – most of
them are blows from us. Disgraceful way to
treat a lady, don’t you be taking no nonsense
like that from boys – they try anything like
that, you tell me and I’ll sort them. But old Selene, up there, she wears her history for all to
see. Now, I’m not saying that all of it’s worth
a second look, though of course we should
pick up litter, but what if I told you one of
those celestial rubbish dumps weren’t rubbish
at all, but treasure? What do you think of that,
eh? Bet they never taught you anything that
exciting in school! All true, too, apparently.
Right, back to the tranquil sea. All the Yankee
crafts they sent up, dotted all over. They were
exploring, trying to map and take samples of
different bits of Selene’s surface, but the Soviets… Luna 15 goes and ‘crashes’ in 1969. The
following year, they send up another vessel to
nearly the same place, supposedly to get “soil
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samples”. Two years later, up goes another.
Both of them land in the fertile sea, near to
where our old friend, Luna 15, landed. Near,
in moon terms, of course, miles and miles to
you and me. They look around for as long as
they dare, fail to find what they were looking
for, come back to Earth with their tail between
their legs, and some cheese samples. Ah, now,
don’t make that face at me. What’s the time?
You better go do your homework before Mam
shouts at us. After that’s done – and only after,
mind – get out the big binoculars, and take a
step to the right from the tranquil sea. Right,
and down a bit, then you’ll be in the fertile
sea, like our old Soviet mates were. Tomorrow, it gets really interesting.
Blimming heck, girl, what happened to your
lip? You been fighting? Who? Well, I hope
you gave Lizzie Jenkins one back! Good!
Don’t tell Mam I said that, mind. No fighting,
and all, but you’ve got to defend yourself,
haven’t you? No, you did the right thing. You
get detention? Good, that’s your punishment
done then. Right, where were we last night?
Ah, you found the fertile sea, good girl. Hope
you kept your feet dry, one paddle in there
and you’d be having a bab— don’t matter. Anyway, did you know there’s an ocean on the
moon? Can you point her out? Yes, that’s her,
the ocean of storms, just like down Porthcawl
seafront when the wind whips up. Huge, she
is, nearly 1600 miles across, that’s like going
from Cardiff to Athens! Crazy. I’ve lost my
train of thought, now. Who? Oh, yes, the fertile sea. You have to leave her tonight, and
track upwards to the next dark patch. That’s
the sea of crises, that’s where our treasure
hunt starts. Course it’s still there, everything’s
still there. There’s golf balls and bibles up
there, never learn, do we? But, in this case,
that’s a good thing. We need a marker, see?
Footprints stay up there, too, so if we had a
powerful enough telescope, we could find the
prints leading from the sea of crises, and follow them to… oh… I’ve said too much! Get
inside, and up to the crises sea. Be sure to get
some sleep, me and you are going treasure
hunting tomorrow night. No, not into space,
dafty! Get to bed. Night, love.
Makarelle
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Hooray! There you are. How was school? Any
homework? Well, you’ll have to do it tomorrow. We’ve got important business to attend
to tonight. Right, got your passport? We’re
going to the Canary Islands tonight – sort of.
Good evening, Delia, how are you, love?
What’s that beautiful smell in here? Nectarine
and honey cake! Hear that, Eirian, Delia’s
done us a special cake for tonight. Lovely,
thank you, Delia. Is he about? Shoes off, Eirian, there’s a good girl.
Bernie, this is Eirian, say hello. Good girl.
How’s the weather in the Canaries? Good,
good. Oh, what you got here then? Look, Eirian, canaries to set the right mood. Dew,
they’re loud buggers, aren’t they! How are we
looking, then? Pull up a seat, love, we’re about
to… is that an eel, in that tank, Bern? Oh, I
see, like a sea snake! Very good, very good indeed. All about setting the— Eirian, don’t tap
the tank! Remember what happened in the pet
shop? Now, sit down and have a look at this.
No, it’s not on YouTube, this is live, this is.
Bern has an annual prescription. What? Oh,
yes, annual subscription to use these big telescopes though his computer. Anywhere in the
world, isn’t that something? You tell them
what you want to look at, and they point their
telescope at it. Amazing! Oh, and here comes
Delia with her cake. Delia, you’re an angel,
and too good for this rogue! Only kidding,
Bern. What’s that, Delia? You think the eel
looks perplexed? Well, probably wondering
why he’s in a blimming fish tank, rather than
the river! Now, look around the room, Eirian,
what do you see? No, not the telly. I’ll tell you
what you see: Canary, serpent, nectarine,
which sounds like Nectarian, doesn’t it? What
do all these things have in common? They’re
our map, Eirian, our map to the treasure! See
them coordinates Bern’s got written down? All
he’s got to do is tap them into his computer,
and we’re off. There! Brilliant. Off we go to
the Canary Islands, from there to the Nectarian basin – that’s what you’re missing, Bern, a
basin! – in the serpent sea. Wait for it, wait for
it, oh, have a twiddle, Bern. Right, see that,
Eirian? What is it? Crises sea, well done.
Landmarks Spring 2022
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Right, so we are swimming up and right, keeping our eyes peeled for our landmark. What?
Well, what do pirates leave behind when they
bury treasure? No, not “treasure”, dafty! An
X! X marks the spot. The Soviets left us a clue,
a blot on the land, if you will, so they could
find their treasure again. Only, they couldn’t
find the blimming booty! Now, don’t be thinking there’s a chest full of golden doubloons
and jewels and all that, whatever they hid
there, they didn’t want the rest of the world to
see. There’s a big secret out there, and we
have the telescope to find it. There! oh my
goodness, never thought I’d see it with my
own eyes! There’s the X, Eirian, see it? Well,
you’ve got to squint a bit, use your imagination, but there’s the X. That’s our landmark,
right there, that’s where our treasure is! What
you doing on your phone? We got a mystery
right here, and you’re texting your boyfriend!
Oh, boys are stupid, are they? Well, what you
doing, then? Checking what? What the heck is
a winklepedia? I don’t care when it says the
serpent sea was named! Who? Never heard of
him! Listen, I’m telling you it was the Soviets
in 1969. Summer of love on Earth, Summer of
hide-and-go-seek on Selena. Rubbish! You ever heard of a Julius Franz, Bern? No. See, Eirian, Bernie here knows everything about space!
No, ignore that internet nonsense and come
and have a proper look at this. Well, yes, it is
on the internet, but this is different. Bernie’s
paying £229.16 every year for this. He had to
give up playing bowls before Delia let him do
it. Dedication, that is. Look, put that blimming phone away, and come and see. Right,
can you zoom in any bigger, Bern? Oh, that’s
massive, that is. Got a magnifying glass, too,
is it? Clever! Right, use your keen eyes, Eirian,
see if you can spot the footprints. Come on,
don’t look at me like that. Just imagine how
famous you’ll be if you’re the girl who finds
proof of the treasure after all these years.
You’ll be interviewed by the world over,
they’ll even name a bit of the moon after you,
won’t they, Bern? Exactly, bound to. Not just
us looking, you know, there’s loads of celestial
treasure hunters around. Bernie speaks to
some of them on his webcam. Not all of them
are nuts, either, some are quite helpful. That’s
where Bernie got the co-ordinates from, isn’t
it, Bern? Who? Anneka? Oh, sorry, Branka.
Makarelle

Where’s Branka from then, Bern? Serbia, isn’t
that something, Eirian? Eirian? Are you listening to me? Are you… what’s that you’ve
found? Oh, my goodness, you’ve only gone
and found it, girl! Look, Bern, Eirian’s found
the blimming treasure! Oh, I feel all emotional! Pass us them tissue’s, Bern, I see you crying, too. Oh, Eirian love, you’ve made two old
men very proud, you have. What? What do
you mean, “where’s the treasure?”? There, on
the screen, those beautiful shimmering footprints from the past, looking like they’ve just
been made. Them and the hunt itself, they’re
the treasure, the most special, wonderous
things there ever were. Pass us another tissue,
Bern, and call Delia in. Don’t call Anneka,
sorry, Branka, though. Don’t want her taking
credit for Eirian’s find. Look, Delia, look what
Eirian’s gone and found. Oh, pass the tissues
over, Bern, Delia’s sprung a leak! I wonder
what the men in the know will call your site,
Eirian? It’s always the men that name them.
What that, Delia? Eirian’s Succession? Hmm,
well, yes it does sound nice, doesn’t it? Eirian,
ask your phone what succession means.
What? A group of similar things following
each other? Well, can’t get a better description
of footprints, can you? Where did you learn a
word like that, then? Off the telly! I see. I like
it: Eirian’s Succession. What’s that in Latin,
then? Bet you phone doesn’t kn— oh, Successio
Eirian. Nice! Fingers crossed whoever owns
old Selene agrees! Will you take a photo, Delia, with Eirian’s fancy phone? Right then,
everyone say cheese!
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Landmarked
by Sharon Henderson
The marks on my soul are carved by this land.
The tree of my life, seen where I stand.
Spreading out roots embedded, home.
Drawing on forces of power unknown.
Of places recalled in the depths of the night.
That waken me tearful, to wait for the light.
The hill I rolled down, that glimpse of the sea,
The house on the corner all landmarks to me.
Returning elated, niched in my space.
Alongside those others whose roots I can trace.
And when I am uprooted, leaving again,
The marks on my soul cry out with the pain.

Makarelle
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Sacred Spaces
by Ken Smith

I don’t know when I became an admirer of old
churches. It certainly wasn’t a matter of faith.
Unlike the slow emergence of my enthusiasm for
architecture and history, I remember exactly
when my faith departed. It was, unsurprisingly,
on a Sunday morning, in the middle stages of
the Mass, just after the sermon.
Having been taught in Catholic schools and
been taken by an undemonstratively devout father regularly to church, I had a precocious tendency towards spiritual investigations. For
some years I had worn the cassock and surplice
obligatory for an altar boy, with ease and dignity; and the idea of transubstantiation I had taken
in my stride, seeing it as delightfully mysterious,
as a special and exclusive kind of knowledge.
Nevertheless, the capacity for self-reflection,
which this upbringing had engendered, was intermingled with a suspicion of the encouragement, keenly provided by school and clergy, to
think badly of myself. I managed to avoid being
wrapped too tightly in guilt and instead acquired
a sceptical turn of mind. My learning of the catechism had in any case never been uncritical and
early on I developed a curiosity going beyond
dogma and papal infallibility and nudging into
the numinous.

On this particular Sunday, between the Liturgy
and the Creed, came the Homily – the usual orMakarelle

der of things. In addition to the priest’s exposition on the Gospel extract we had just been listening to, further illumination of the text was
offered by a group of small children dancing between the aisles to the sound of an especially
saccharine hymn and waving long red ribbons in
the air: a kind of unrhythmic gymnastics that
prompted in me both alarm and a profound despondency. In the wilderness of my teenage
years, I had begun to seek a deeper connection
with something larger than myself, something
that might brighten whatever virtue I could
claim and bring stillness to the confusion. The
inelegant cavorting of my younger fellow parishioners and their sweetly tripping representation
of the workings of the Holy Spirit, was not it.
Ultimately, I experienced the faith into which I
had been inducted as rigid and rule-bound, while
at the same time simperingly sentimental.
The building that witnessed the moment of my
apostasy comprised tight courses of orange brick
outside and glowing white surfaces within. The
immaculate blankness of the walls was broken
by the passage of Christ’s last hours depicted in
the Stations of the Cross and by a very blue statue of the Virgin Mary in a side chapel. Greeting
and overlooking all who ventured within, the
first image seen from the doorway, was the eternally tortured, eternally resurrected Christ, hanging on his cross on the bare east wall. While the
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blood and drama of the story as told here were relatively child-friendly and thankfully lacked Baroque
excess, the hushed silence of its telling in this whitened space had been inducing a degree of anxiety
and uncertainty since my first visit, a couple of years
after its construction in 1961.
In contrast, the building that lifted my spirits stood
in the next village and vibrated with antiquity. It
had been built in 1120 and parts of it survived from
that time. Instead of clean modern brickwork and
intimidating whiteness, here were flint and ragstone,
pieces of Roman tile and a mysterious twilight. A
compact faux medieval arrangement of arches was
here replaced by an authentic, improvised collection
of spaces, slightly ragged in outline, accumulated
and reworked over time. The coolness of each of
these two buildings had for me a different quality:
the modern one prompted a too deliberate searching
of one’s soul and spoke of the grim transaction underpinning the promise of glory; the ancient one
called forth a more tranquil curiosity about who and
what had gone before.
Walking through the 15th century doorway became,
for this younger me, ever more enthralling. Even the
asymmetry of the church’s style and structure, one
aisle of round Norman arches facing the other of
pointed early gothic, seemed to enchant. Distributed
through the church were brass and stone monuments
of varying antiquity that invited questions about the
people commemorated in them. Who was the lyrically named and smartly caparisoned Radulphus de
Knevynton, who had left this world in 1320, an immensely long time ago as it then seemed to me, and
whose precious brass plate lay hidden and protected
under a layer of carpet? Who was the anonymous
family whose demise was marked nearby, again in
Flemish brass, two hundred years later, with their
complicated heraldic display, and why did they merit
their place here? All the features and fittings, some
very skilfully executed, some less so, over which I
lingered, were intriguing examples of art and design
created by hands very different to my own, originally
viewed with very different eyes, and whose significance I could only guess at.
Their artifice was the thing. Though these monuments and their heraldry were records of a militaristic culture and a celebration of property and status as
much as of Christ’s message, it was their boldness
and otherness and their age which captivated me.
They were stranger and more distant in form than
the more recently created images in the church at
whose altar I had served, yet they seemed to have a
richer and more pregnant, a more convincing meaning. Though I would later question the values of the
societies that had produced them, and the political
power they expressed, as a teenager with a nascent
interest in medieval history, they and the ancient fabric which contained them, seeded a lifelong fascinaMakarelle
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tion with old English churches. It was a fascination
that would later come to be interwoven with a deep
affection for medieval art and a sense of loss over the
destruction that had been wrought upon these
churches by the Protestant iconoclasm. St Michael’s
had come through relatively intact, though it had
inevitably been denuded of its frescos and most of its
glass. The face of the painted angel who had somehow survived on a beam above the chancel was full
of pain and disappointment, no doubt having witnessed the abuse of its now lost fellows
The village where my medieval church stood lay in a
part of the world through which a motorway now
careers and where post-war housing estates were rising up; but it was still a quieter greener place then. I
had no romantic illusions about the merriness of the
past for the average peasant parishioner, yet sitting
within its changing landscape, set back at the end of
a path away from the village high street, the church
represented continuity and cohesion; a kind of pleasing orderliness.
Walking through the English countryside today, I
am always cheered by the sight of village churches,
drawn to these landmarks of stillness and memory
and hoping they are open for inspection. Standing
boldly on higher ground or tucked modestly away
behind the lychgate and a row of antique yew trees,
their attraction remains less to do with a chance to
encounter the divine or to enact whatever may pass
for prayer, but with the pleasure of their form and
ornamentation. I know now that what they conveyed to me was a sense of the compulsion to create,
to decorate, to relate an idea, to take joy in the making of an object; that is a fundamental part of being
human. And there is something essentially marvellous about their survival and endurance.
And perhaps, if I dig a little deeper into that aforementioned capacity for self-reflection, I may find a
residue lingering within my much older self of that
search for the numinous; of the ineffable experience
those waving ribbons were so far from offering. It
may be that through their antiquity, their quiet presence in the landscape and in the older corners of our
towns and villages, these ancient churches remain
sacred spaces where not only can the imagination
and humanity of their makers still be cherished but
the egregious roar of the secular world can also, for a
few moments, be calmed.
***
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Life
by Lily Lawson

10 ponytails and parties.
20 suits and stilettos.
30 responsibility and rollercoasters.
40 therapy and takeaways.
50 caring and craziness.
60 action and adventure.
70 gratitude and grandparenting.
80 gardening and glad rags.
90 reflections and randomness.
100 centenarian and celebrations.

Makarelle
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The Last Fighting Tommy
by Jane Langan

‘All those lives lost for a war finished over a table. Now, what is the sense in that?’
(Harry Patch 2004)

One hundred and eleven.

Outlived three wives, two sons,
the other Tommy’s.
The last alive.

Didn’t speak

to his kin.
The final man surviving
to have fought in the trenches.

Acclaimed.

Weighed down with medals.
Oldest person
to receive an honorary degree.

No guns

at his funeral,
demoted
he fought to keep his boots.

Died alone

the oldest man in Europe.
Poems written, songs sung,
Harry Patch - war veteran.

Man.
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Father.

Husband.
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The Sunken Garden
by Dave Sinclair

This garden is twice hidden.
Encircled by rhododendrons and camellias,
its paths are coffin deep below the main lawn.
We have left the big house, and walked across newly mown grass
to find a subtle path meandering through tangled larch and birch.
Their fractured fingers point urgently, reaching for the unseen light.
We ignore their imploring, preferring to move on amongst damp ferns, moss and decay
to find our secret place where we can no longer smell the greenness of the distant lawn
and our tongues can taste the moistness of the shadows.
There is no bird song here.
No summer sun falls on the grey sandstone flags under our feet.
We sit on an oak bench in the arbour.
It bends softly under our weight, its slats rough and weathered,
bruising your skin as you crumble the wood between finger and thumb.
A lonely carp floats on the surface of a pool, horizontal, its mouth open and eyes wide but dull.
I look into the dark browns and greens of the ferns - even they are not blameless.
Shadows shelter conspiracies as each leaf takes sides in our arguments.
Here too our thoughts are twice hidden,
once within ourselves and once buried in the rough brown soil.

Makarelle
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The wild, Welsh waves
by Gwynne Weir
From above, I watch the waves roll and crash upon the rocks
that huddle beneath, in folds formed by a billion knocks.

Relentless icy water pounds, each thund'ring crash sprays foam
and spume to salty air, where wind peals out its moan.
I place my feet on sea-smoothed stone, the surface slick and dark
and wallow in the awesome power of mother nature, stark.
The thrilling, leaping waves don't stop, but stop must I and so,
I turn my back on wild Welsh waves and - heart-warmed - I go.

Makarelle
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To the Left of the Frame
by Dini Armstrong

For once, this baby boy can’t see his papa weeping. Fast asleep, Liam looks like a tiny banana
in his yellow onesie, safely strapped into a padded car seat — on the passenger side, where Lily
should be. His chubby little legs are covered
with the soft white blanket that his mama made
for him; painstakingly, muttering and swearing
under her breath, more adept at wielding power
tools than knitting needles.
David needs a minute, maybe two; just a bit of
time to get a grip before he has to walk into that
awful building. Once he signs the document
there is no going back.
Liam cries inconsolably the entire drive
home from court; every one of the ninety
minutes. David is so heavy with exhaustion, he
doesn’t bother untangling his son from the straps
under the blanket, just lifts out the entire
screaming seat, carries it into the house and deposits it less gently than intended inside the cot
bed. The bump startles Liam, his arms jerk upwards, eyes wide open, and his crying is replaced with brief intervals of sniffling, like little
aftershocks. David swallows a lump, lifts the
seat by its handle and starts to swing it gently,
back and forward, careful not to hit the bars.
Makarelle

As always, his eyes wander to the watercolour
print above the cot: Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
The Lighthouse. Their first piece of art, in their
first home together.
When Lily first showed it to him, she had
picked up a thick black marker pen and, in what
seemed like utter disrespect for the artist, drew a
continuation of the smaller path, down from the
lighthouse, across the wooden frame and onto
the freshly painted wall left of the print. On this
path, two stick people were holding hands.
“I found out where he painted it.” Her face
was glowing. “In Port Vendres in France. And
one of these days, we are going to go there, find
the lighthouse, and have a mad passionate kiss
right underneath it. That way it will mean something to us. Whenever we look at it, we will remember being right there, to the left of the
frame.” It took him far too long to notice that
she had continued to draw while she was speaking. The two figures were now joined by one
smaller stick person of unknown gender. Much
smaller. Much much smaller, standing between
them. David just stared for a while. Then he
broke into a victory dance around the room,
whooping with glee like a little boy.
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The first symptoms were subtle: When he
noticed her curves raising the duvet cover ever
so slightly higher than usual. But then again,
maybe the pregnancy had added some bulk? He
didn’t dare mention it to her.
When Lily was trying to reach for a vase
on the top shelf of the kitchen cupboard, supporting herself with one hand only on the countertop, then pushing up and reaching it effortlessly, both feet off the floor. She is a strong
woman, he convinced himself.
When he entered the living room to find
her reading a book, clearly levitating above the
sofa by several inches, her legs crossed, feet hovering above the carpet. But she jumped up to
greet him and he dismissed the idea as nonsense. A trick of the light maybe.
Six weeks after the birth, it happened. They had
been bickering all day, sleep-deprived and
cranky, no different from other new parents.
Their definitions of a clean enough house differed fundamentally, and Lily’s mum and dad
had announced a visit.
“Leave it, I’ll do it later.” He tried to
sound reassuring, but there was no stopping her.
She ran from the table, picking up a few items,
to the kitchen, putting down the items. Then into the bathroom, from there into the bedroom,
checking some washing she had hung up last
night, back into the living room, straightening
chairs, then fluffing up sofa cushions. Why were
there so many cushions? David, who had been
tasked with cleaning the fireplace, noticed that
she was running around at increasing speed, in
smaller and smaller concentric circles.
It took him entirely by surprise when Lily accidentally stumbled and bounced off the floor — as
if it were made of rubber. In an attempt to
steady herself, she seemed to push off the
ground with her right foot and shot upwards,
narrowly missing the living room lamp. Her
head hit the polystyrene tiles at such speed, she
knocked right through the false ceiling. David’s
instinctive giggle was choked when he heard a
muffled whimpering sound. Lily’s arms spread
out wide and she started to rotate, faster and
faster, a bizarre spinning top. Tiny specks of
blood were flung away from her fingertips, with
the centrifugal force painting a grotesque red
line on the walls, perfectly parallel to the wooden picture rail.
After what might have been anywhere between
seconds and minutes, the spinning slowed; her
arms slumped down by her sides and David reMakarelle

alised she had lost consciousness. He felt frozen
to the spot, his eyes fixed on her head, stuck in
the cavity. He forced himself to blink and, with
shaking knees, was finally able to climb onto a
chair. At a loss to figure out where to start, he
chose to inspect her neck. He could see no major injury, only a thin stream trickling down into
her cleavage, feeding a growing patch of red on
the front of her turquoise jumper. He could just
about reach her ankle and tried to pull her
down, but something forced her back up as if
she were falling upwards. Only her wide shoulders stopped her from disappearing into the cavity altogether.
He had to call the emergency services three
times because they kept hanging up on him. On
the third attempt he suppressed his hysterical
opening line ‘My wife is falling into the ceiling’
and instead exclaimed his wife had had an accident trying to change lightbulbs and was now
injured and stuck on the ceiling lamp. That one
worked.
By the time the first responders arrived,
armed with an extendable ladder, Lily had regained consciousness. She was terrified and her
muffled questions and outcries were hard to
hear. David tried to calm her, but ice-cold panic
froze his lips shut.
It took three weeks to get her admitted to the
research centre. Twenty-one days of disbelief
and ridicule. Repeated admissions to hospital
resulted in immediate discharge, as her condition appeared more mythical than medical. A
military facility investigated the possibility of an
alien influence before referring her back to hospital. Lily’s mum and Liam cried enough for
everyone, while Lily’s dad and David succumbed to tantrums, then shame. David’s mum
brought cold chicken jerky dishes to every visit.
One afternoon, a hospital assistant forgot
to properly tighten the restraints on Lily’s
wheeled stretcher during transit between hospital and ambulance, allowing her to slip out from
under her blanket and float upwards into the
sky. Only a nurse’s lightning-fast reflexes prevented Lily’s ascent into the outer stratosphere.
Both sets of grandparents were trying to
help out as much as possible, but everyone
agreed that Liam needed one stable caregiver,
and that was now his father. David used his HR
savvy to take on paternity leave. He worked at a
major insurance firm, and his colleagues were
more than supportive, especially when he
brought in little Liam for a visit. Handing in a
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sick note for Lily was more complex, considering no one could legally agree whether levitation
constituted a sickness. A particularly execrable
clerk argued that she had in fact developed superpowers. David got very good at taking deep
breaths.
He visited his wife at the research centre five
times a week. Suit jacket and tie disappeared
early on. Gradually, long-sleeved shirts gave
way to hoodies with traces of dried baby-spew
trailing down his back. His wild, freedom-loving
wife was held in a cell with cushioned walls and
ceilings. At least they had stopped tethering her
to the ground. Her ankles and wrists had been
bruised badly during that phase, despite the
careful use of padded restraints. At first, they
had used soundproofing tiles – with soft peaks,
made of foam. But, since sitting or lying on the
ceiling had become new normality, she asked for
them to be replaced with flat cushions. At least
the spinning never reoccurred.
The guard at the door stopped checking
David’s ID and simply pressed the door buzzer
with a grunt of recognition. Increasingly, Liam
was left with one of his grandmothers. The facility was not set up for infants. Four months old,
he was able to grab anything in reach and put it
into his mouth. He was already able to roll from
his back to his tummy, proudly holding up his
head. Other times, he would lie on the floor, intensely staring at his mama up on the ceiling
and stretch his arms out to her, crying to be
held. They tried it a few times, using baby carrier slings, but on several occasions, she nearly
dropped him. The risk was just too great, and
watching her little boy there, crying for her, unable to do anything to console him, was upsetting
Lily too much. One afternoon he walked in on
her trying to break through the ceiling. She had
ripped off all cushioning and was clawing at the
plaster underneath with bleeding fingernails.
“Just let me go,” she sobbed, “you would
all be better off without me anyway. I can’t do
this anymore.” That’s when they started sedating her.
David recorded every nappy change, every
mealtime, every smile on his mobile. Once Lily
was her old self again, he would help return every single moment that was stolen from her.
Finally, they had a diagnosis. Inverted Gravity
Disorder. One of the assistants had uncovered a
piece of research that suggested as many as one
in a thousand women experienced this condition
Makarelle

within 8 weeks after giving birth. She had explained it to Lily and David but might as well
have spoken Aramaic. The head physicist did
not do much better. Worse, he insisted on
speaking to David alone.
“You’ve probably heard of the stressenergy-momentum-tensor?” Not a promising
start. “Well, let me put it this way. In order to
achieve gravity, mass-energy, pressure, momentum and stresses have to balance each other in a
perfect system. Now, a body’s mass comes from
the kinetic energy of the quarks and the binding
energy of the gluons. Quarks form protons,
which are positively charged. Fascinatingly,
when your wife gave birth, the oxytocin, released in the process, started a chain reaction, in
which…”
David’s mind started to drift. Why was
this kept a secret? Why was there not more literature? Why was there no cure? With each question, he could feel the pressure in his neck rising.
Increasingly, the medication confused Lily’s
mind. More often than not, David was greeted
with indifference. She made excuses for not recognising him: it was the perspective from up
there, the strange angle, the artificial light — all
had agreed that windows would be too great a
risk. She spent days sleeping, curled up on the
ceiling.
That’s when the head physicist told him
about the option to obtain a court order. He explained that, while Lily was no longer able to
state her wishes, a surrogate consenter was able
to make decisions based on the patient’s known
views in the past.
David stares at the lighthouse print as if it might
deliver the answers, like the hidden clues in an
escape room. Images of Lily start to form, enduring experiments on her body, day after day,
some of them cruel and undignified. He pictures
her face: lips pressed together, a fierce determination to get back to her son, to her home, to
herself. David strokes Liam’s warm little head in
the cot. Then he picks up his mobile and calls
the head physicist.
His throat is dry, and he wishes he had the energy to pour himself a cup of water. They will tell
him when they finished the treatment. None of
this is in his control anymore. She will return to
him, or she will leave them forever. The thought
is eerily comforting.
“Daddy!”, Liam crows; he has found another
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shell in the dirt. How do seashells find their way
up here? It’s not like they can fly. The thought
makes him smile and shiver at once. Hard to
believe his baby boy is two already — still wobbly on his chubby little legs but refusing to be
strapped down in his buggy. David is not fazed
by the fact that the lighthouse is nothing like the
painting. Clearly, Mackintosh used a tiny bit of
artistic licence, that’s only to be expected. The
walls are grey and flaky, more concrete than
lime paint, rust coloured stains running down
the steep sea-facing wall — graffitied over with
two giant white Ls. David assumes this might
refer to Llibertat Països Catalans, a common slogan in this area. The second L ends in an abrupt
downward line. He chooses to believe this rebel
ran out of paint. In the dark, the lighthouse safely guides ships from the emerald sea into a small
deep-water port, filled with commercial, fishing
and leisure vessels. His stomach begins to rumble at the thought of another visit to Le Poisson
Rouge, one of the many seafood restaurants selling the daily catch fresh from the boats. His
mind wanders to grilled catfish, baguette, a bottle of red, pressed from the Mourvèdre grapes of
the surrounding hills.
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“Daddy, Daddy, look! A ship!” He is startled for a moment. That’s not just some ship. A
majestic three-masted barque glides into the
port, a vision straight out of a pirate movie. For
a moment, he fears he might have lost touch
with reality. He grabs his son and lifts him high
onto his shoulders.
Further down the path, he can see Lily,
seeking refuge in a rare patch of shade. Despite
the heat, she is wearing a pair of knee-high Doc
Martens and the weight slows her down. She
looks up at her husband and son and smiles,
waving with one hand, covering her eyes against
the sun with the other. A sudden breeze makes
her thin cotton skirt billow out like a welcoming
flag.
Lily shouts something but the sound of
crashing waves, formed in the wake of the
barque,
drowns
out
her
voice.
“That’s okay,” he mouths, knowing she
can’t hear him, “you can always tell us later.”
And then, with a smile, “See you soon, sugar
dumpling.”
***
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You Are Now Entering West Lancashire
by Jonty Pennington-Twist
I’m not sure why
I salute that sign
But salute it I do
Every single time
M6 Southbound
There it stands
Unaware of the gesture
It seems to command
No great value
Save personal worth
Yer’ back now son

To yer’ place of birth
I’m not sure why
I salute that sign
I suppose in a way
At the end of the day
I consider it partly,
Mine

Makarelle
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Lockdown Routes
by Rukhsana C

Where walks along the river Clyde were the only freedom during lockdown 2020 & 2021

Makarelle
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She arrives early, so she can choose where to sit.
The lack of daylight in the Arndale always
makes her uneasy. Now, with her back to the
wall, the door in her sight-line, and nearby tables empty, Lucy feels safe. Her breathing slows,
her abdomen relaxes. The fluttery feeling subsides.
Is this a first date?
It’s a bit weird, to be on a date with a student, with all this #MeToo stuff on social media.
But she’d checked the Code of Conduct, even
before she talked to Kathy about him. It was ok,
wasn’t it?
Kathy had muttered, Just get him off campus
before you take away his rattle. Now, she is offcampus, away from colleagues, and curious students.
Three middle-aged women take possession
of the next-but-one table, shedding John Lewis
bags and coats as they settle. She doesn’t recognise any of them.
What will she say if one of her colleagues
sees her? Does it matter? She can see who she
wants on a Saturday morning.
At least he’s not another of those pudgy
thirty-somethings, that turned her off dating last
summer.
What is he interested in? Music, obviously,
but what else? She has no idea.
It’s ridiculous, she hasn’t felt this nervous
on a date for years, not since she moved on, after all those lonely lunchtimes in the art gallery,
and the grey wandering Sundays in the Park.
She picks up her spiced latte. The warm aroMakarelle

ma fills her head, soothing the jagged crockery
noises and the voices bouncing off the hard
walls.
Nick comes through the door.
He looks uncertain, like he did the first time
she saw him. He glances right and left, doesn’t
see her. The light casts a shadow from his jaw
onto the pale skin of his neck, long and slim,
like a girl’s. She imagines biting it, then stops
herself. Don’t get carried away, he’s a student,
not a rock star. He’s washed his hair, it floats
above his shoulder in the air stream from the
door heater.
He looks around, head turning quickly, eyes
flicking across the tables.
She waves.
He edges between the tables towards her.
‘Hi,’ he says, standing over her.
‘Do you want to get a coffee? I’m OK.’ She
points to her cup.
He puts his things on the chair and joins the
queue.
What is she doing here? This guy staked out
her coffee break for most of last term. They’ve
only spoken a couple of times. Now, she’s
watching him wait to be served, staring at the
display behind the counter. When he pays, he
counts out the coins to make the exact amount.
This is the boy who waited in the Union for her,
every morning for weeks. Where’s the absorbed,
confident musician she watched editing his variations at the organ?
‘I saw you looking at the list of coffees. They’ve
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a good selection, haven’t they?’
‘I got a straight Americano.’
‘Which beans?’ He looks at his cup and
says nothing, so she adds, ‘Well, I’ve got caramel and cinnamon, very self-indulgent.’
‘Why?’ he asks.
‘Oh, because I fancied a change, and –’
‘No. Why is it self-indulgent?’
‘What? Well, it’s because, well – it’s just
what people say, isn’t it?’
He shrugs his shoulders.
‘I like caramel, and cinnamon makes it feel
warm, and special.’
Nick looks at his hands. ‘I just drink coffee.’
‘But there’s lots of different types to explore,
if you’re interested. Kenyan, Colombian, Java.
High roast, mild roast…’ She smiles at him.
How to explain without making him feel ignorant? ‘I’m a bit of a coffee nerd. Wait, I’ll show
you.’
Lucy comes back with two cafetières. ‘Try that’,
she says, pouring one into a small cup.
He lifts it carefully.
‘What can you smell?’
Nick looks at her quickly, then puts his nose
to the cup. ‘Toast? Burnt toast. And coffee.’
She pushes the second cup towards him.
‘What about this one?’
He sniffs and stops. ‘That’s not toast. More
like hot rubber and woodsmoke.’
‘Right. Now taste them.’ He’s holding the
first cup in his slender white hands. He closes
his eyes and sips.
‘Mmm. Just – coffee. But not watery like
the one I got.’
When Nick tries the second cup, his face
changes at once. His eyebrows and nose pull together, and his top lip curls up to show his teeth.
‘People drink this for pleasure? It’s super bitter,
it tastes burnt.’ He puts the cup down.
‘Some people like it.’ She smiles. He can
taste the differences, he’ll want to explore beyond the americano. ‘It’s better if you’ve just
had something sweet – like caramel and cinnamon.’ She pulls the cup to her side of the table.
Aware that one of the women with coats and
bags is watching, a cappuccino halfway to her
lips, Lucy picks up the Java and drains it.
They talk about music– favourite bands, her
love of jazz, how he feels when he plays. The
cello is soft, refined. Its soothing. The organ carries me
away to the mountains, flying through storms. She
wonders if that’s a quote, and they laugh.
The tables round them are busy now. MidMakarelle

dle-aged couples, a woman with two kids. The
John Lewis women have gone, taking their disapproval with them. Lucy thinks about getting
another coffee, and checks her phone. 11.32.
She stands.
‘Well, Nick, it’s been fun, but I need to go.’
She smiles at him.
‘Yeah, OK.’ For a moment his eyes are
wide, then his face sags, he drops his gaze.
‘Sorry, I get carried away when I talk about music. People get bored.’ He picks up his phone,
starts scrolling.
Her heart misses a beat. ‘No! I mean, I wasn’t bored. It’s just, I’ve got some shopping to
do.’ Maybe he’s the one who’s bored, maybe
he’s decided she’s too old for him? He’s still
looking at his phone.
Is he just going to ignore her, until she
leaves? ‘So, shall we do this again? Have coffee
in town?’
He looks up at her – surprise, then a smile.
‘Yeah, I’d like that.’
Lucy feels the knot below her ribs release a
long slow breath.
Nick picks up his bag. ‘Shall I –’
She shakes her head and smiles. ‘Girl stuff.
You won’t find it interesting. Text me, and we’ll
fix a date.’
***
Lucy heads through the mall, to Ever bean had?
She buys some Java, then goes out onto the
street that twists between rows of Georgian
houses up towards the Park.
He’s like gassy mineral water, she thinks as
she walks. Sometimes he goes flat really quickly,
but when he’s shaken by interest, he fizzes, bubbles over as soon as the top comes off.
After the Park gates, she always stops, to
take in the wide sweep of open grass where the
daffodils will come up in a few weeks’ time, the
trees clumped together on the side of the hill,
like spectators waiting for a parade to start. She
turns right towards the fountain.
Maybe it wasn’t so weird, that she had seen
him so often in the Union. Maybe he had a lecture those mornings. He doesn’t talk easily.
He’d stopped mid-sentence, blushing about
something, when he was telling her about his
martial arts class. And before Christmas, when
they bought that scarf for his foster mum, he’d
spent ages hesitating, asking her to choose. He’s
just a shy, inexperienced boy, struggling for the
right words, uncertain how to approach her.
He does look good, for sure. Firm, slim,
with strong shoulders. The way he sits, watch-
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ful, ready for action. Is that a good reason to
half-promise to see him again?
If she does, she’ll have to tell Kathy. What
will she say?
Quacking ducks splash onto the water. Two
squealing children squabble over a bag of bread
crusts. She follows the curve of the lake, watching the reflections. On the restless water, the
trees seem moved by a gentle breeze, although
the air is still. Nearer to her, the surface is
brushed steel, points of light flashing on the ripples from the fountain.
Six jets of water spread out from a ring of
nozzles just above the surface. They arch away,
scattering into glittering droplets. It looks like a
tall sundae glass. In the dark times, she used to
watch it for hours, before she decided that her
own glass was half full.
At the end of the lake, she takes the path around
the hill, then climbs up to the monument, a tall
needle of pink granite, erected by the nineteenthcentury owners of the land, to mark the loss of a
son. She leans against the base of the column
and looks out over the lake and the city.
Somewhere down there, Nick will be playing his cello, rehearsing for the next Faculty
concert, or going through pieces by Grieg or Elgar for this term’s module on twentieth century
composers. Will he look up to the needle on the
skyline, and wonder where she is?
Does she want to see him again? While they
were sitting in the café, he had taken off his jacket. He was wearing a clean red tee-shirt, with a

black logo of the solar system, headed Holst
knows. He was fit – strong shoulders and arms.
His back was straight, he sat relaxed but upright.
His body looked firm, assured, but his eyes were
always moving, glancing away when she looked
at him. Is he shifty, or shy?
Where will it go if she sees him again?
She enjoys talking to him – and there’s no
doubt he’s keen on her. Or is it the idea of her?
He seems ready to learn – so many men assume
they know more than her, about pretty much
anything. When she’d suggested jazz is a classical form, at first he disagreed completely, but
they’d discussed and reasoned, and ended up
with a lot of common ground. And he was keen
on her – more than once, he’d smiled at her and
shifted in his seat, moving inside his jeans.
She feels an empty lurch of anticipation low
in her belly. It’s been a while since she dated –
it’ll be fun to see him again.
The sun forces a burst of light through the
clouds, illuminating the stone, bright against the
grey sky. Lucy takes a few steps away and turns
to look. She steps closer to read the inscription.
After the young officer’s name are the words:
Upright and Good
Balaclava
25th October 1854
Lucy smiles to herself. Upright is good, she
thinks.
***

William Simpson's original watercolour: The Charge of the Light Brigade, Balaclava, 25th October, 1854 (1854). Source: Anne
S.K. Brown Military Collection Digital Repository
Makarelle
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The Few
by R.E. Loten

I stare at the sky; clouds chasing each other, vapour trails cutting a path across the wide blue expanse. The sun is warm on my upturned face but I
am cold. I stretch out my suit clad legs, the thick
black fabric scratchy and unfamiliar on my skin.
I’m more at home in blue chinos these days.
They’re comfy, you see. Soft. Not like the blue
trousers from then. They were rough and didn’t fit
properly. That’s the one thing they never get right
in the films – those fighter pilots all look very
handsome and terribly British. Most of us didn’t
have that plummy accent and our uniforms never
fitted as well as theirs do.
1940 was a scary time for all of us and it feels
odd to sit in a cinema and watch it dramatised.
No matter how exciting the plot is, the fiction never comes close to capturing the heart-stopping terror of it all. Not that I ever see much of the action
on screen. As soon as it starts, I close my eyes and
I’m back in the skies, a Messerschmitt 109 on my
tail. Every burst of machine gun from the surround sound has me flinching in my seat, certain
the bullets are tracing straight for me. Why do I
go, you ask? In some ways the answer is very simple and in others it’s terribly complicated. The
simple answer is: to remember. Every death
played out on that screen I saw tenfold. Such films
are always dedicated to the memory of ‘The Few’.
Those few were my friends.
The complicated answer is that I can’t help myself. I tell myself not to go. That it doesn’t help. It
won’t bring them back. And yet every time a new
one is released, I’m at the front of the queue, urgently thrusting my money at the ambivalent cashier. Sometimes they note my age and comment.
‘Reliving old glories, Sir?’
Makarelle

I smile and nod. ‘Something like that.’ I could
never tell them the truth. That there was nothing
glorious about it. It was little more than a fight for
survival. And now I see it all happening again.
Different arena. Same lies. Same disaster. It never
changes.
I remember because I can’t forget. And I wouldn’t want to. When we forget, we don’t learn the
lessons. We make the same mistakes.
There was only me and Fran left from the old
days. He never went back after the war. What
would have been the point? He was the only one
of his family left, so he stayed here with me. We
muddled along alright together, him and me. We
didn’t talk much about the war and he never truly
understood my need to see the films, but he was
my best friend and now he’s gone.
František Svoboda 1921-2022.
Beloved and much missed.

It’s not much, is it, for a lifetime of companionship? It’s more than most of the others got though,
so I don’t complain. Churchill famously called us
The Few and I was proud to be numbered among
them. It may have been a living hell at times, but
I’d give anything to be with them all again.
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Back
by Aisling Finn

My emotions are ignited back to there
There…to that moment I awakened
I am where I feel alive
I am where I started
Without all the layers I collected along the way.

Makarelle
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by Louise Wilford

Image—Paris Peace forum
To:

MarkR@hmail.org.com
Date: 15 Feb 2028
From: LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Time: 12:03 [GMT]
Mark, I know you’ll probably be too busy to read this
now, but it’ll be sitting in your inbox waiting for a moment when you’re free.
To be honest, I feel a bit embarrassed about emailing you.
I know you’ll have much more important messages from
people who are actually your friends and family – not just
some strange woman you met a fortnight ago in the Tate
Modern. I wanted to mail you the day after our meeting
but you said your bosses would need time to check me out
before I went on your official email list, and you were
right. So I had to wait, and now it feels a bit weird to be
contacting you at all.

noon. I hope you enjoyed it too. I know you must have
had much more exciting afternoons (I mean, every working day must be pretty special for you), but for me it was
an exceptional experience. Sorry. I don’t mean to make
your squirm! But I’d never have gone for lunch in that
rooftop café on my own, or had such an entertaining conversation with such an interesting person. And visiting St
Paul’s was so much better with you to talk to.
So I just wanted to thank you, Mark, for spending time
with me, a stranger you met on a smoky balcony in a foreign city. Nothing like this has ever happened to me before, and almost certainly nothing like it will ever happen
to me again. So, I just wanted to let you know how much
you helped me when I was feeling pretty low, and how
much I appreciate your kindness.
All the best,

The fact you have an official email list blows my mind,
and the fact I’m now on it is just gobsmacking, as my
daughter would say. I haven’t told her about you, of
course, but that’s just one of her words. ‘Gobsmacking’. I
think it’s a great word. Do you use it in the US?

To:

I really enjoyed meeting you – it was such an unlikely
coincidence that a woman from Northumberland and a
man from Iowa would meet like that – for one thing, neither of us are smokers, so the chances we’d meet on the
smoker’s balcony must have been astronomical!

It was great to get your email, and you really don’t need
to apologise for contacting me.

The fact we’d both gone up there for the views of St Paul’s
across the river does suggest we think alike, though.
Anyway, I just wanted to tell you I had a lovely afterMakarelle

L

LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Date: 15 Feb 2028
From: MarkR@hmail.org.com
Time: 21:52 [GMT]

I’ve thought about that afternoon in London a lot since I
got here. They keep us busy but even so I’ve had a lot of
time with my thoughts.
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You’re right, it was a weird coincidence, our meeting like
that in London. I guess we were both tourists and it isn’t
that far-fetched that our paths might cross, but the weird
thing, for me, was how we hit it off right away. People
always think I’m an extrovert, able to get on with anybody – it’s part of the job, in fact. We’re all psyche-tested
for months before we’re selected. But I’m actually a little
shy with strangers. I don’t often meet people I feel comfortable with straight away. I mean, you made me laugh
right off when you suggested we might be banned from
the smokers’ balcony for being non-smokers, and you
started pretending to smoke that pencil!
When they cut my vacation short, following the Pisa terrorist attack, I wasn’t too upset, if I’m honest. It was getting close to launch day which makes normal everyday
things seem less important (ironic, really, as, once you’ve
been up here a few weeks, it’s those normal everyday
things you start craving!). It might seem glamorous, being
on the space-station, but it’s usually quite routine. A bit
like working in a lab, but with a really cool view.
Anyway, holidaying in Europe seemed a bit insensitive
while people were being blown up. And tourist attractions
are only any fun when you’ve someone to share them
with. I’d have been better off skiing or hiking somewhere
spectacular, but we’re not allowed to put ourselves at risk
of injury so soon before a mission.
Anyway, meeting you transformed my trip, made it all
worthwhile. You were so funny and sweet – and yeah you
were also so pretty, but I know you’ll think I’m just flattering you, saying that. It was refreshing to meet someone
genuinely interesting for a change. Someone who talked
about real stuff. You’d no idea who I was, what I was,
until halfway through the afternoon. It was so relaxing
being with someone who wasn’t a space-fan, or looking
for a trophy boyfriend, or trying to find out secrets. I get a
lot of that crap. Part of the job, I guess. Fortunately, my
name and face aren’t well-known to civilians – we’ve been
running these missions for so long it’s become a bit passé,
as far as the public are concerned – except after that scare
in ’25, of course, when we were all making headline news
for a while. But we do still have to be ready to spot people
with an agenda. And you had no agenda.
I was embarrassed about giving you my number, to be
honest, but I did ask for you to be put on my official list
nevertheless – just in case. My request got a few raised
eyebrows – they have to vet all the names, just in case,
and they don’t like doing it at the last minute – but we’re
allowed up to ten contacts and I don’t actually have much
family left now.
Please, mail me again. Soon. I’d love to hear how things
are going. I downloaded ‘The Deepest Bones’, by the way.
I have it here on my tablet. I’ve only read one chapter so
far, as I’ve been a little busy (!), but I’m enjoying it – I’ve
Makarelle

never been into crime novels before, but I have to admit
it’s very gripping.
As we pass over your part of the world, I’ll give you a
wave!
Mark

To:

MarkR@hmail.org.com
Date: 15 Feb 2028
From: LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Time: 23:28 [GMT]
Hi, Mark.
I was really excited when I got your email. I’m not sure I
ever expected you to actually respond. Part of me thinks I
imagined our meeting. I still can hardly believe I met an
astronaut at the Tate Modern!
My life’s so small compared to yours. I’d never have the
guts to do what you do. I spend most days thinking up
new plot-lines. It’s fun, most of the time, except when
deadlines are getting close, and you can imagine yourself
into scary situations without having to actually put yourself in real danger (except for the ever-present threat of
type 2 diabetes or carpal-tunnel syndrome!).
I’m not one of those writers people recognize but my
books make me a steady living. I can feed Alice, and pay
the bills. After Sam left, we went through some rough
years but it’s better now.
I try to take Alice away to somewhere sunny once a year
for a week or two, but I’ve never done the sort of travelling I used to dream about when I was Alice’s age, visiting
those landmarks you talked about. Guess the political instability puts me off. And as you say, it’s not much fun
without a friend.
I think of you, floating about up there in that tiny satellite,
and it makes me so jealous (at least when I’m not feel nauseous due to terror)! You can see the whole world. You
get an overview. You can rise up, away from the war in
the East and the Japanese refugee crisis and the next island to be submerged under rising seas. Writing to you
makes me feel very earthbound, as if I’ve been planted
here and can’t pull my feet out of the dirt.
Sorry, just feeling a bit down. I get these moods. They
don’t last, don’t worry!
L

To:

LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: MarkR@hmail.org.com
Time: 01:55 [GMT]
People often think being on the space-station takes great
courage, but it isn’t really dangerous these days. They say
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it’s safer than flying a plane. Accidents are pretty rare,
though it’s true that when there is a problem it tends to be
very serious – like in ’25. For instance, there’ve been
some strange noises in the past ten minutes but the
alarms haven’t sounded so I’m not worried.
It does sometimes feel like we’re drifting above all the
world’s problems.
You get a different perspective on things up here. It can
make you feel like an outsider sometimes.
It’s like during the Fourth Wave of the pandemic, when
we had to stay in orbit until a new vaccine was created. I
felt cut off and wanted to be down there with everyone,
planting my feet in the dirt, to use your phrase. As you
know, most of my family back on Des Moines died in
that pandemic. I’m just trying to make the point that
sometimes rising above it all isn’t such a good thing.
I wish at this moment I was with you in England, watching the sea you talk about so much. Sometimes, when I
look down at that beautiful blue globe suspended in
space, it seems unreal, an alien place, not the place I was
born, full of people like me.
Do you ever feel like an alien?

To:

LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: MarkR@hmail.org.com
Time: 02:49 [GMT]
It makes me feel good too, thinking of you sitting there
typing your thoughts to me, all that distance away. I’ve
no idea what sort of house you live in. Maybe you’re in
bed – it’s very late where you are.
But it’s nice to think of you thinking of me, sending your
words through the ether to me. There’s something intimate about it which I’m enjoying.
Love,
Mark x

To:

MarkR@hmail.org.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Time: 02:58 [GMT]
I’m in bed, though I started off downstairs, on the sofa in
front of the TV.

Mark

Do you sleep in a bed on the space-station? Or just float
around? I’d love to just float around.

To:

Love,
Lx

MarkR@hmail.org.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Time: 02:18 [GMT]
Yes, I do. Often, in fact. I hear other people chatting and
I wonder why everyone seems to think differently from
me. I sometimes feel as if other people are a complete
mystery.
Alice and I took the dog for a walk on the beach this
evening, and the sun went down while we were strolling.
It was one of those clear, cold evenings, and the moon
looked weirdly close, hanging in the sky like a white jewel. I made some daft remark to Alice about people imagining it was made of cheese, and that an old man lived
there. ‘I wonder if he’s looking down on us right now
and wondering what we’re thinking,’ I said. Alice gave
one of those teenage scowls and told me I should stop
being a dork. It felt like a smack in the face. I know teenagers are all embarrassed by their mothers, but even so, it
made me sad.
Then I remembered you were up there and might even be
looking down at the earth at that moment, and I felt
much better. I gave you a wave, though I know you can’t
see me, of course.
Love,

To:

MarkR@hmail.org.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Time: 03:45 [GMT]
Mark, are you there?

To:

MarkR@hmail.org.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Time: 04:04 [GMT]
Mark?

To:

LucyPaterson17@aol.com
Date: 16 Feb 2028
From: MAILER-DEMON@aol.com
Time: 04:06 [GMT]
Sorry, we were unable to deliver your message to the following address.
< MarkR@hmail.org.com>:

Lx
552: 1 Requested mail action aborted, mailbox not found
Makarelle
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No Seeds Were Lost
by Louise Wilford
It was hotter than expected;
what should have been centuries-long
permafrost was washed into meltwater fingers,
assaulting the entrance to the Arctic seed vault .
They stiffened into a plug which we hewed out –
and, fortunately, this time, no seeds were lost.
Life clings to the tundra with strong hands.
Look close: there’s purple saxifrage, moss
campion, sulphur buttercup, snow-bed willow,
white bell heather and alpine bistort.
Under the bird cliffs, guano feeds an unexpected
Lushness. The landscape is embossed
with hardy pioneers. We are tourists. Watchers
and tramplers. Unthinking, we tread on sunburst
lichen to accost a Svalbard poppy. We shoot
a polar bear to save ourselves – but we are forcing
the animals to invade our spaces. Now we’re observing
the seed vault, in case of a breach by the frost.
The rock fortress should have kept its cargo
safe for centuries – long after human loss,
climate change, nuclear or natural apocalypse.
A chance for the world’s survivors to feed themselves,
preserve a speck of now for then, thank us
as they provision their ships to the star-scape they’ll
cross.
These seeds are an infinitesimal sample
of the plants we’ve pillaged. This time,
no seeds were lost. But we’ll have scraped off
all the plants that cling to the tundra,
all the trees, moss, fungi, lichen, grass –
by the time we count the cost.
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The Gift
by Robyn Jefferson

One week after Jamie’s death, still mired in
grief, you’re scrolling Instagram – bereavement
or no bereavement, what else is one to do? –
when a post grabs your attention and holds it
fast. It’s a picture of you; you’re standing in
front of Nelson’s Column arm-in-arm with Jamie, your head thrown back in a laugh, her
grinning at you with her face turned to the side.
It’s not the most flattering angle for you, but Jamie looks great, her expression impish and her
long brown hair gleaming in the sunlight. She
looks young and healthy, not at all like someone who could lie down for a midday nap two
summers later and then simply not wake up.
You remember the day the picture was
taken. You’d taken the train into London to go
see a play that one of Jamie’s friends from uni
had been cast in, and when you’d got there the
two of you had felt so giddy amid the throngs of
people basking in the summer sun that you’d
decided to playact at being tourists, gawping at
the sights as if you hadn’t both grown up within
walking distance of the last stop on the Metropolitan line. That’s why you’d taken the selfie in
Trafalgar Square, even though you and Jamie
fill up so much of the frame that only the corner
of the Column’s base and a blurry sliver of
bronze lion can be made out over Jamie’s left
shoulder. The play has largely passed beyond
the bounds of your memory now but you remember how, after it ended, you and Jamie had
walked hand-in-hand up Shaftesbury Avenue
and through Chinatown, watching the fire of
the sky burn from orange to a deep, dusky
mauve between the strings of crimson lanterns
hanging high above the street. The image is
clear enough to you still that you can even
make out its borders, the way the lanterns cast
Makarelle

shadows on the cobbles that grew longer and
longer until they faded entirely into the increasing gloom like graphite smudged to the edges of
a canvas. It had started getting colder, then, a
light breeze intensifying the smell of Chinese
street food and raising goosebumps on your
arms, but Jamie’s hand had been warm in
yours, so you’d concentrated as much of yourself as you could into your palm and imagined
being sheltered there against the falling temperature, held safe and secure in that secret, enclosed space
.
It was a nice day. You hadn’t thought
about it in a long time. Even in the clenched fist
of your grief, a tight grasp you cannot escape
from, it isn’t so bad to be reminded of it now.
Adrift in memory, it takes you a moment to
process that the picture is here on your feed because it was posted fourteen minutes ago by Jamie’s own account .
This on its own might not be so odd. It
isn’t uncommon these days for the social media
accounts of the deceased to continue to update
for a long time after their passing, maintained in
love and in grief by the ones left behind. Still
you wonder: why this picture in particular, this
memory that was yours and Jamie’s and no one
else’s? You aren’t so deep in your own feelings
of loss to assume that your relationship with
Jamie had meant anything more to anyone else
than it had to the two of you. You and Jamie
had always been you-and-Jamie, a communion
built on a decade and a half’s worth of in-jokes
and private moments and secret sidelong glances, one of those relationships which had, without really meaning it, excluded everyone else by
simple virtue of the fact you’d loved each other
so much. You notice too that the picture is unfil-
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tered and captionless; there’s no rosy, nostalgic
colour correction, no commemorative hashtags,
no words beneath the image to explain why it’s
here, now, flooding you with feelings that fill
your lungs and come surging up your throat until you can barely breathe.
You find yourself checking Jamie’s Instagram account at least once a day after that. At
first it’s a fruitless endeavour; the top of her grid
stays the same, displaying as its most recent update the picture of you both in Trafalgar Square.
Eventually you stop expecting anything new,
but by that point it’s become a sort of ritual, so
you keep checking, finding yourself soothed by
the repetitive, meaningless process of typing the
first three letters of her username into the search
bar at the top of your screen, j-a-y, clicking on
the first result that comes up. She might be
gone, but you can still reliably summon a little
part of her like this, a part that will endure for as
long as the website does, not tied to existence by
anything as transitory as flesh and blood. The
eternal, oblivious indifference of the internet
brings you comfort now in a way it never has
before.
The ritual becomes so mindless for you
that when the account does post again it’s a surprise, jolting you out of the state of somnolent
passivity that you’ve allowed yourself to be
lulled into. Again it’s a picture of Jamie and
you, although only nominally; Jamie’s legs
from thigh to knee are the only part of her in the
frame, your head in her lap the focal point of
the picture. You’re staring directly into the camera and your mouth is curled in a tiny smile you
don’t recognise. It takes you a moment to realise it’s an expression you must have saved for
Jamie and Jamie alone, so intimate that you’d
withheld it even from your own reflection in the
mirror. The scene comes back to you in a rush;
it’s from the summer before you’d both started
university, the camping trip in Cornwall the students from your sixth form had arranged in a
last-ditch effort to shore up the bonds of friendship before you all headed off into the wild unknown. Drunk on cheap cider one evening
you’d kissed Ben from your Psychology class in
the woods beyond the Padstow campsite. His
stubble had scratched the skin around your
mouth, which made you feel shockingly adult,
and you’d run back to Jamie in search of the
version of yourself that you knew you were
starting to outgrow, the schoolgirl who whispered secrets to her best friend and giggled beMakarelle

hind cupped palms. Jamie had wanted to know
every detail – if it had been a good kiss, if he’d
used tongue, if he’d stroked your waist or held
your hand or run his fingers through your hair –
so you’d rested your head in her lap and gone
over the whole thing until you’d almost exhausted yourself, the whole time looking up at
Jamie’s animated expression, her smiling mouth
and its cherry lip gloss shine. She’d taken the
picture because she said you should have something to remember your first kiss by. It’s funny,
you think now; you can barely even remember
Ben’s face, but the way that slick of lip gloss had
caught the light and bounced it eagerly back into the evening is etched so vividly in your mind
that the memory of it feels tangible, so close that
if you stretched your arm out now you might
feel its stickiness against the tips of your fingers.
You squeeze your eyes shut and remember with
the most intense focus you can muster, and Jamie comes alive again for you in the darkness,
her lean thighs cradling your head, her hands
like swifts swooping and darting as she gestures
in the air above you.
When you open your eyes again the picture is still there, flat and static on the screen of
your phone. You find yourself typing into the
comment box underneath, who posted this, hitting send before you can think better of it.
The reply comes quick – too quick, you
think, given the length of the comment that appears on your screen, but then you read it and
the questions in your head are replaced by a
ringing absence of thought that only serves to
heighten your awareness of how fast and hard
your heart is beating. remember peaches and
cream, the comment says, the porcelain bowl cold
against your fingers and inside it the fruit like sweet
chunks of flesh, remember the cream collecting in the
groove of your lower lip and spilling down your chin
until i stopped the trickle with my thumb and brought
it to my mouth, the way your breath stopped in your
throat and my eyes turned up at the corners like they
were smiling too, remember you thought i was beautiful?
You read it over and over again, teetering
on the knife edge between fear and wonder.
You wonder if you’re losing your mind, but the
comment is still there no matter how many
times you turn your gaze away, expecting it to
have vanished when you look back. You think
about sending the post to a friend, asking them
if they can see the comment too, but discard the
idea when you can’t figure out which answer
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you’d prefer; that it’s real, or that it isn’t. Eventually you muster enough courage to ask: really,
who is this??
remember all those times we sat on the low wall
outside the church after school, remember drumming
our heels against the crumbling stone as the sun began
its inexorable descent towards the horizon and still we
didn’t think about the sun, we didn’t think about the
planets and how they hang suspended in all that
nothing, we didn’t think about the bodies rotting to
dust beneath the gravestones at our feet, all those consciousnesses blinked out into nothing for ever and ever, everything nothing in the end, how we never
thought it was strange to exist even for a second in this
whirling maelstrom of vastness and chance and oblivion? remember when i texted alex you had a crush on
him and you were cross at me for a whoooole month,
even though you totally did?
You sit back in your chair. You’re crying,
suddenly, because you remember, you do remember, you remember the peaches and the
church and Jamie snitching on you to Alex because she’d liked him too and then not talking
to her for weeks and weeks until you missed her
so much you forgave her just so you could go
over to her house and have her mum make you
a peanut butter and jam sandwich that you’d eat
in Jamie’s room, very carefully, so as not to get
crumbs on her NSYNC bedspread. There’s no
one else to remember those things now. Suf-
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fused in misery, you write: why are you doing this
to me .
this is a gift, the reply says. are you not grateful?
A gift? It seems so ridiculous that you almost laugh, the idea that you could feel grateful
for anything ever again. Except – maybe you
aren’t the sole guardian of those memories, after
all. You scroll back down her page and yes,
there’s the picture of you both outside the
church, and even further, a throwback post of a
sepia-filtered ten-year-old photo she’d uploaded
for your birthday, you and Jamie sitting crosslegged in a blanket fort made out of Justin Timberlake’s grotesquely stretched face. Suddenly
you see the account for what it is: a meticulous
chronicle of emotional landmarks that has become over time its own kind of memory, a
memory both external and eternal. do you remember, you type hesitantly, and then pause
without hitting send, your eyes poring back over
the rows and rows of photographs, struggling to
pick a single scene out of the whole great tapestry of moments that Jamie had sought, for whatever reason, to preserve.
yes, the account says. i remember.
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The Quake
by Louise Wilford

The town has crashed, scars erupting
from its seams, mashed by the dry heaves
of tectonic plates colliding. A fallen
buttress lies in a street, smashed
like a sugar cube – gothic arches tilt,
like drunken bishops, in gap-toothed walls.
People talk in whispers, weighing
the sounds they make as if a breath
could blow their chimneys down,
a teardrop too heavy on fragile stone.
Their thoughts are eyes not finding hooks,
knots that slither open, will not anchor their dreams
in the red earth, which still spins, though it spills
its clay through jagged cracks, half-healed
and alien, like skin deformed by fire.
[First published in Allegro 2020 issue 25]
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Camouflage - by Sam McFarlane
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Whatever Happens Next
by D.H.L. Hewa
My grandmother told me, you can plan life to
your very last breath but, you'll inevitably be confronted by challenges that happen to you, which
alter your course. Apparently, these landmark
events, pre-ordained at the time you are born,
teach you how to face up to struggles and overcome them.
****
'Shall we have a holiday?' hubby says, joining me
at the window of our small cottage.
Winding his fingers through mine, he
squeezes my hand, as the rain pelts against the
walls, clattering on the pebbled path outside.

Two months to build a contingency fund for
loss of the main income.
Two months before we'd be given three
weeks statutory redundancy pay to compensate
for a whole year's loss of salary and future earnings.
'It's alright. We'll manage. We've had to
make-do with less,' I said at the time.

'Yes, back to being students,' hubby said.
I remember feeling how my heart lurched,
watching his wonky smile.
So naive.
Both of us.

'Not got enough spare...' I say.
'We need a break sweetheart, how much can
we afford?' hubby persists.
'Three hundred pounds,' I reply.
Oh God. Where did I pluck that figure
from? That's a whole month and a half of mortgage payments at a time when we have only one
income, and no sign of the main income earner
getting any work for the foreseeable.

Forgetting that unlike then, we now have a
car to run, needing it for the remaining income
earner to travel twenty five miles each way to
work. That unlike then, we now have a mortgage
to pay with interest rates at fourteen percent. That
unlike then, we now have gas, electric, water bills,
insurance, and poll tax to pay.
I can't even begin to think of a holiday.
I just can't.

'Great. I'll go to the travel agents tomorrow,'
hubby says.

Oh God. Oh God.
Why did I say I could?

'OK,' I whisper hoarsely.
Unwinding my hand, I plod to the kitchen,
and switch the cooker on, placing a pan of white
rice and peas on the top. Letting it boil, I swipe
my eyes with the back of my palm, take a tin of
pilchards out of a cupboard, and empty the contents into a bowl, bashing it into a pulp.
Ten months of this.
Ten months since we had any steak, wine,
ate out on a whim.
Ten months of feeling pummelled, rejected
for being over-qualified. Who would 've thought
that'd be a reason for denying someone work?
Who would've thought there'd be so many, many,
many on the dole, trying to make ends meet?
Ten months since he came home, eyes wide,
gulping hard, hands shaking to give me the news.
We had just two months.
Two months to replace the company car.
Makarelle

****
It's the final evening of our four night stay in Paris.
Stumbling out of the Vietnamese restaurant,
we take a long, long breath of the dusky night. A
gentle breeze tickles our faces. Linking arms we
weave along side streets, winding our way back to
our hotel in the heart of the city.
'So quiet round here, not like on the main
boulevards,' I whisper.
'Yes, it's lovely. Wish we'd found this eating
place before...' hubby says.
'Must thank our concierge for the tip, should
have asked him sooner...'I reply.
'Delicious meal. Wonderful company.
Cheap,' hubby says, squeezing my arm.
'Wasn't it funny when the owner disappeared under the counter shouting “I think you’ll
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like this,” and came up clutching
that bottle? Like a comedy act,’ I cackle.

pulling the zip of my fleece to my chin.

‘We drank nearly all that Sake, but he didn’t
charge for it. His face when you called it Vodka,’
hubby giggles.
'Weeell...never had either. Strange we were
the only customers,’ I reply.
‘Too out of the way. Did you see the staff
scatter from their card game when we went in?’
hubby chortles.
‘Yup...one way to pass the time...they really
looked after us though didn't they? I felt we were
with friends...safe...' I reply.

Touches of yellow from lit hotels, eateries
and street lamps cut a warming glow through the
deep, deep dark. Clinging together we trudge,
turning left, turning right, on, on, on.
'Ohhhhh, my legs...sooo much walking
these last four days...' I sigh.

'Let's hurry in,' hubby says.
Pushing open the front door plastered in
stickers advertising American Express, MasterCard, Diners and Visa, we move past the white
tiled walls of the entrance hall. Rubbing our bellies, we stick our thumbs up to the concierge sitting dwarfed behind his front desk. Chuckling, he
puts his thumb up in return. Phew. Safely in, we
head past reception to the long curvy staircase at
the end of the hall, and start the well-worn climb.
Up, up, up, up.
Up, up, up.
Hearing the front door open behind us, we
speed up.
‘Quick! Must be them. Don’t want them to know
which room we’re in,’ I say, taking the stairs two at
a time.

'Yes, but we've seen The Louvre, Versailles,
Notre Dame...' hubby recites.
Looking up at him gazing into the distance,
silhouetted against the sky, I gulp.
I'm glad we came.
Just wish we'd had spare money to afford
extras—pay for, a hotel with a lift— with a breakfast room so croissant crumbs didn't spatter across
the bedspread—with staff who arrive to turn down
your bed at night—with a choice of breakfasts, not
just continental—or even just one that has views
across the Parisian rooftops from the bedroom
window, rather than from just the bathroom.
Wish.
Wish.
Wish.
Silent, cocooned in our thoughts we stroll
along, passing unoccupied parked cars, until we
reach the familiar beige canopy overhanging the
glass door of our bed and breakfast.
'Yeay. We're back,' I yelp.
Moving past a car close to the entrance with
its courtesy light on, I see the driver, a man in his
forties look me up, then down, smile, say something to his female companion who turns and
beams.
'Watch out. Weirdo alert,’ I hiss, clutching
hubby with both hands.
‘What?’ hubby asks.
‘In that car. Bloke and a woman...,’ I say,
Makarelle

‘It’s OK, be OK,’ hubby mutters.
‘They’re following us,’ I say.
Shoes clump on the carpet behind us, and
bodies thump against the walls of the stairwell,
accompanied by giggles.
‘Don’t worry,’ hubby says, widening his eyes.
He takes the key to our room out of his
pocket, holding it up like a dagger.
'Good job there's no lift, they might have got
in with us,' I say, panting, dragging myself up using the bannister.
At last, at last, we're on the top floor.
'Quick. Hurry. Quick,' I shout, as hubby
turns the key, shoving him in to our dimly-lit bedroom, tripping him on to the gigantic lumpy bed
that occupies most of the space inside.
Slamming, locking and putting the catch
down, I sit on the side of the bed facing the door
which can be banged shut again if it starts opening, by stretching my legs to their full extent.
'They can't get in, sweetheart,' hubby's voice
breaks into my thoughts.
'But what if...I mean, they could be killers...robbers,' I say.
‘They’re not interested in us silly,’ hubby
sniggers.
‘What d’you mean?’
‘D’you remember the ladies standing by the
Arc de Triomphe on our first evening?’ hubby
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continues.

'Yes, but being scared is probably secondary
to having food, paying bills,' hubby replies, hugging me.

'Of course,' I reply.
Of course.
The ladies hanging around under the towering white arch, waiting for cars to pull up, drivers
to wind windows down, peer out, speak to them,
open the passenger door to let someone in, or casually move on to the next in line.
‘You wondered where the ladies took their
clients? Cars? Alleyways? Hotels? ’ hubby says.
‘What's that got to do with this?’ I ask.

‘I guess. They say that the human spirit can
triumph against all odds don't they? It's sort of
what the Arc de Triomphe stands for isn't it?' I
say.
'I suppose it is,' hubby replies.
'Wish we didn't have to leave, now we know
the concierge, found a good, inexpensive eaterie,
made friends,’ I say, my heart heavy.
‘Yes. Shame. Come on, it's our last evening,
let's take a farewell look at the lights.’

‘Well..., looks like this is one of the places.’

‘No!’ I gasp.
‘Yes! That bloke probably thought I’d picked
you up, just like he’d picked that girl up,' hubby
says, nudging me, winking.
‘She’s not his wife? Girlfriend?’ I squeal.
‘Nope.’
‘You mean you've brought me to a brothel?’ I
guffaw.
‘Shhhhhhhh. Shhhhh. They’ll hear you,’
hubby says, wrapping his arms around me.

'Errrr. You didn't book me in here hoping to
make some extra money did you?' I say, chuckling
into his chest.
'Would I darling?' hubby says, eyes twin-

Standing up, hubby helps me off the bed,
leading me to our en-suite. The room with our
best view.
Entwining our fingers, we hold fast at the
bathroom window, looking out over the rooftops
of night-time Paris. Glistening, glimmering lights
twinkle and shine far into the horizon, like a vast
expensive sequinned carpet. Leaning against hubby, feeling his warmth seeping in to me, I wipe my
eyes with the back of my free hand.
Whatever happens next, as long as we've got each
other, we'll cope like those working girls, and be
true to our human spirit.
******
How right my grandmother was.

kling.

How wise.

'Seriously though, d'you think she'll be alright?' I ask, breathing Lynx as I nestle in to him.

I must remember to tell her.

‘I’m sure she is. Safer than in an alleyway or
a car, and the desk downstairs is manned twenty
four hours,’ hubby says.
'Hope so. So
mean...uncertain...'
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scary

for

I will tell her.
When the final landmark event of my life,
enables us to be together again.

them...I
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The Mariner’s Table
by Sujatha Menon
Perfectly timed for the sun,
a raw dial of wood soaks
in the shadow of an arm
sprung from a hand steering
ink from water and
water from a well
full of secret fish.

These stories are not from a sailor’s tale
or flowers from the Arabian sea

but flow from the cuts
of passing people lost
in words that no longer heal.

They come here to slot
bright coins between waves
then dive beneath swells
to save a last rusting wish

that is really old hope
eroding its anchor

to set sail,
to marinate.
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Alexandersson, Carl
Banwo, Adedayo
Brown, Tracy
C, Rukhsana
Cavet, Stuart

Chapman, Kristen
Collett, Beck
Davnall, Sue
Finn, Aisling
Goodwin, Toby
Hammond, P Douglas
Hardwick, Ron
Henderson, Sharon
Hewa, D.H.L.

Jefferson, Robyn
Johnson, Colin
Kingston, Andrew
Lawson, Lily
McFarlane, Sam
McMahon, Frank
Menon, Sujatha
P, Tess
Pennington-Twist, Jonty

Roberts, Zelda
Saben Callaghan, Sasha
Sinclair, Dave
Smith, Ken
Tanti, Lelia
Vijayakrishnan Prahlad, Oormila
Weir, Gwynne
Wilford, Louise
Image: Max Mishin (Haspra Castle, Crimea, Ukraine)
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Meet the Editors
Dini Armstrong
Dini Armstrong, now Scottish, worked as a
journalist and psychologist but has written since she was four years old.
Armed with an MA in Creative Writing, Dini has published
short stories, flash fiction and non fiction and published audio versions of
her stories for the Scottish Book Trust.
She is currently looking for a home for her first novel “Why Daisy Set The
Hermit On Fire”, which was shortlisted for the First Novel Prize 2021.
www.DiniArmstrong.com

Jane Langan
Jane wanted to be an actor. At eighteen, she realised this wasn’t for her and her true love was
writing and photography. She has been doing that ever since. Her book of poetry, Blood Kisses is
out now. You can also find her work in the anthology Footprints and Echoes, (both available on
Amazon). She has been published extensively online and was shortlisted in the lockdown Haiku
competition with Fish Publishing. She had a special mention from The Welsh Poetry Competition
and was longlisted in the Mairtin Crawford Awards. Jane has a master’s in creative writing.
When she isn’t writing or taking pictures, you will find her tap dancing or drinking coffee curled
up with one of her cats. If you google Muddynosugar you will find her online.

http://howilikemycoffee.blogspot.com/

Ruth Loten
Ruth’s first writing memory is for her writer’s badge in Brownies but her MA in
Creative Writing probably trumps that. Ruth has been published in various
anthologies and has written several books for children/young adults. Ruth is
currently Writer In Residence at Brightlingsea Lido and in that role, is working
on a trilogy set in a fictional version on her home town. Her first novel for
adults ‘Unforgettable’ was published in January 2022. The first book in her new
children’s series ‘The Reign Of The Winter King’ is being published in May
2022.

https://www.reloten.com
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ARE YOU AN INDIE AUTHOR?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOME PUBLICITY FOR YOUR LATEST BOOK?
IF SO, THEN MAKARELLE HAS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
Actually, there’s more than one…
We want to give independent authors a chance to share their work as well. We believe the best way to
do this is through effective and value for money promotion.
We have launched our Indie Novelist section of the magazine and website.
To qualify, you must be an author who is independently (i.e. self) published OR who publishes through a
small independent publisher which requires you to organise your own publicity e.g. ChocLit, Ruby Fiction,
Darkstroke etc.

We offer THREE packages:
Package 1: Cost £10
A small advert in ONE issue of Makarelle for a single book – this consists of an image of the book cover
and the blurb with a link to purchase. There will be one page of adverts per issue with a maximum of 9
books. (Blurb must be no more than thirty-five words)
Package 2: Cost £25

A single page feature/interview in ONE issue of Makarelle, all about you and your books. Maximum 500
words and 2 pictures. You write this yourself but we can provide a list of standard questions for you to
choose from, if required. We will also check the content and edit it.
Package 3: Cost £35
A feature/interview on the Makarelle website, all about you. This will be hosted on our ‘Meet The Authors’ page. Maximum 2 sides of A4 in size 12 font and 4 pictures. You write this yourself, but we can provide a list of standard questions for you to choose from, if required. We will also check the content and
edit it. On the day it is published, we will also promote the interview on all our social media channels.

We publish FOUR times a year and books/interviews will be accepted on a first come, first served, basis. If
there is a specific issue you would like to be in, please let us know on application and we will try to accommodate your request if we can.
Please do not send any money unless you have had your request confirmed. Email us first to check availability and we will contact you with further details on how to pay.
Please email Ruth@makarelle.com with any questions or to enquire about making a booking.
We look forward to hearing from you and helping to spread the word about your work!
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“The traveller sees what he sees.
The tourist sees what he has come to see.”
(GK Chesterton)

We hope you have enjoyed this issue. We know
the new year has brought new challenges; the
dreadful war in Ukraine, the continued spread
of Covid, fuel price increases and the increase in
the cost of living. None of these things inspire
creativity, but instead make it incredibly difficult to write or create something hopeful, inspiring and thought provoking.
And yet, within these pages that is what you
will find. Our writers and artists have dug deep
and once again surprised us with their amazing
creativity and fortitude. I am sure you have felt
this as you have read through the magazine.

So, why don’t you tell us what inspired you in
our Spring Landmarks Issue, or maybe what
you would like to see next – you can chat to us
via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and even TikTok - all the links can be found on our Linktree
on the home page.
Once again, thank you for your support and if
you enjoyed the read and if you are feeling generous you can donate.

We were particularly thrilled to receive so many
art pieces and creative non-fiction (CNF) which
gave a very different perspective of our
‘Landmarks’ theme – After reading the CNF
piece Tracking Hemingway by Zelda Roberts, I
finally read The Old Man and the Sea by Ernest
Hemingway and was happy to find it is a beautifully written novella, I would highly recommend reading both, Zelda’s piece and the
novella.

Jane
The submission window for our Summer 2022
issue will be open from June 9th to June 30th.
The Summer Issue will be published on
July 29th, 2022. Don’t forget to check
Makarelle.com
for updates and submission guidelines.
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